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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly

JULY 20, 1989

FRE

Archangel Mayor Stanlslav Potemptkln (right) discusses the fish business
at the Portland Flsh Exchange.

As Maine swarms with summer
travelers, a growing number of
Mainers are finding themselves

IN ANOTHER ·

COUNTRY
COVER STORY by Kilte O'Hal/oran and jUJmita Nichols

When 13-year-old Amy Nadzo arrived in
Shinagawa, Japan, to take part in an exchange program, she was exhausted by the
24-how flight, nervous about meeting her
Japanese host family, and slightly daun~ed
by the vast array of sushi prepared by the
welcoming committee. It dawned on her that
she was halfway around the world. And
when she went to ease her nerves with a visit
to the ladies room, she was completely overwhelmed. The "facilities" consisted of a hole
in the tiled floor. As she now recalls, "1 got
so discowaged, 1 couldn't even go to the
bathroom right in this country."
Sheila Belleflew, of Casco Bay Movers,
went to Rio Grande do Norte, Brazil to teach
dance. Sheila felt so at home she bought a
house there. She has been invited down to
choreograph for a Brazilian dance company
in 1990, is collaborating with Brazilian
teachers on a two-week intensive dance
seminar to be held in Brazil, and incorporates Brazilian music and dance idiom into
the work she does here. "I've always been
interested in Brazil, and now I feel deeply
connected there," she says.
Anna Brast left Archangel, Russia, in
1917 at the age of 12. She is still fluent in
Russian and has visited Russia before, but
was not allowed into the closed city of Archangel. Earlier this month she finally returned
to Archangel as part of a delegation from
Portland.
What do Shinagawa, Archangel, and Rio
Grande do Norte all have in common? They
all have sister city relationships in Maine with the City of Portland, the greater Portland area, and the state of Maine, respectively. And while the policy of glasnost has
certainly helped make the Archangel relationship possible, the Sister City concept is
not a new one.
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Are you listening?

THE WEEK IN BRIEF:

BEP's water hearing

Train car leaks caustic acid

The state Board of Environmental Protection (BEP)
held a hearing on the water quality in Southern Maine,
but some members of the public walked out, feeling they
were not being heard.
The BEP is seeking feedback on Maine's water priorities. It mailed out some information to Mainers,outlining
the process by which water bodies are classified. It sought
comment on which water bodies people valued most,
and how they would like the BEP to spend its money.
For example, some people commented on the PresumpscotRiver. That river leaves Sebago Lake a GassA,
drinkable stre~m, and hits Casco Bay as a Gass C - so
dirty that it's borderline for swimming.
Opening the July 13 hearingat USM, Jean Gilpatrick of
the BEP told the audience, "You will provide... the most
important piece of information (prior to when) the Board
of Environmental Protection reviews and votes on the
recommended classifications."
But before the hearing was over, two people had
walked ou t in protest over a BEP policy that no one could
comment more than once, regardless of the topic being
discussed.
One man who walked out, Ed Lang, vice president of
the Saco River Salmon Gub, also protested the way
information critical to the hearing was distributed to the
public. He said it came late if at all.
"The best thing is for people to have an opportuni ty to
review some information before they come up wi th some
answers," he said.
Bob Monroe of York County echoed Lang's frustration, and also left.
"You got to get the people out and aware of what type
of programs you're presenting," he said. Monroe added,
"People who did want to speak should be allowed to
speak."
The crowd was small to begin with. Less than 30
people attended, and only 12 of them stood up to express
their views.
The hearing follows a 1986 legislative change that
raised the quality standards for Maine's rivers, streams
and lakes. By law, the BEP must obtain public comment
about what classification each water body should meet.
The Portland hearing as the first of six that will be
conducted throughout the state this summer.
Milry ~ Crawley

Pa'per, ozone rules

I

Newregulations for paper coating are being drawn up
to bring Maine into compliance with federal ozone standards. On July 26 the Maine Department of Environmental Protection will take public comment on both
coatingand sulfurregulationsat the Augusta Civic Center.
Bu t as is already the case with sulfur and other air
pollutants, the proposed coating regulations only limit
the percentage of a chemical that an industry can release
as waste. Paper mills that use a lot of sulfur compounds
can release a lot of sulfur pollutants; mills that use less
can release less. Therefor there is no absolute ceiling on
the amount of pollutant that a plant or mill can release.
Ron Severance, an agent in the DEP's air bureau, said
the coatings are made of volatile organic compounds,
which aid the formation of surface ozone. While atmospheric ozone protects the earth from ultraviolet rays,
surface ozone causes respiratory and agricultural problems.
Paper mills like S.D. Warren in Westbrook produce
high-quality paper by applying coats of chemicals to the
stock. Under the new regulations, Warren will be allowed to release 2.9 pounds of volatile compounds for
every gallon of coating it uses.
Severance said the regulations, to be adopted in September, will ensure consistency in licensing the three
companies that use coating: S.D. Warren, Eastern Fine
Paper of Brewer and Pioneer Plastics of Auburn. However, only "minimal" adjustments at those businesses
will be required.

.....

Hannah Holmes

About 200 gallons of caustic, toxic hydrochloric acid leaked
from a 20,000 gallon tank car at the Guilford Transportation rail
yard in South Portland July 15, sending a cloud of nasty-smelling
vapor into the air and a stream of acid into the ground. Because
breathing the acid fumes can severly damage lungs, about 1,000
people were evacuated from their homes. The acid manufacturer,
LCP Chemical Maine of South Orrington, has hired Clean Harbors of Maine, Inc. to clean up. Contaminated soil is being removed to a landfill, and the sewer has been flushed with water to
prevent damage to equipment.

"Yarmouth slapped for sewage
One week after the Portland Water District was sued for faulty
sewage disposal, the Maine Department of Environmental Protection hit Yarmouth with a consent agreement to fix its sewage
problem. Yarmouth has seperate systems for rain runoff and
sanitary sewage, but the sanitary system overflows when rainwater from house roofs and basements joins sanitary flow going
to a treatment plant. Untreated sewage then runs into the Royal
River. The DEP can take the town to court if Yarmouth doesn't
negotiate onand sign the agreement. Finesof$24,000 are included
in the draft agreement.
CBW(Tonee Harbert

Police visit Parkslde

A group of Portland's Parkslde landlords met with police to talk about further ways to Improve
the neighborhood July 13. On the group's agenda Is a proposal to allow officers to freely enter
common areas of private property If they see fit. Landlords also want clear numbering of houses
and apartments, and wide use of porch lights. They agreed to publicly thank police, whose
Increased patrols have reduced what one landlord called "noise and unpleasantness."

Secret Sherman Street bailout
The Parkside Neighborhood Association is protesting
as an affordable-housing developer prepares to buy
Sherman Street apartment buildings from real estate
investors. Parkside says it's an attempt to secretly bailout private investors with public money. They say they've
paid enough, living near the run-down, badly managed
buildings.
Six men who call themselves New Sherman Street
Associates (NSSA) bought three houses at 56-58, 60 and
77-79 Sherman Street for $1,074,000 in 1987, according to
~ax records. Unable or unwilling to pay thousands of
dollars in back property taxes and lien charges, this
winter the Associates began looking for a way out.
Two days after a crack-making operation was discovered in 56 Sherman Street, NSSA found a way out. The
houses are in the process of being bought with public
money by an affordable housing developer, York-Cumberland Housing Development Corporation, which will
subtract all unpaid bills - curreptly $15,656.12 - from the
purchase price.
"There are better uses for the public's money," protested Herb Adams of the Parkside. "We really object to
$2.7 million going to bailout a private investment that
went sour." Included in the $2.7 million is both the
purchase of 111 Sherman St. (where a building manager
was busted this spring for cocaine trafficking) and renovation costs for all four buildings.
The money NSSA may get should clear their debts.
They bought their three buildings from Bayside Associates, a similar group of doctors and lawyers who invested in real estate in the mid-'80s. They borrowed
$747,000 from local banks and $130,000 from Bayside
Associates. This debt totals $877,000, or just $2,000 more
than they stand to get from York-Cumberland.
However, when Casco Bay Weekly telephoned to ask
NSSA partner John Lightbody to confirm this, he hung
up.
A public bail-out of private investors is only part of
what has outraged Parkside. They find some termsofthe
sale repugnant, too.
For one, York-Cumberland agreed to "use its best
efforts to avoid publicity concerning the transactipn ... or
its (York-Cumberland's) development plans." This would
not only keep the public from discovering the price, but
the neighbors from knowing what would be developed,
and the. tenants from knowing what would happen to
their apartments.
"I have never signed an agreement with that clause in
·it before," admitted Diane Huot, execlltfve ~irector of

York-Cumberland. '1 think they felt pressured. They had
gotten a lot of bad publicity. They didn't know us,
either." Because the public's money is involved, the sales
agreement is a matter of public record.
York-Cumberland also agreed not to contact tenants
without the consent of NSSA.
"Tenants become very fearful of what's going to
happen," explained Huot. '1 think they (NSSA) wanted
to avoid any people exiting." NSSA won't lose any rent
money if no tenants leave before they were relocated or
evicted after the sale.
Parkside is also disappointed that the number of tenants will remain about the same. Currently the apartments are very small, creatmg high density and quick
turnover. Although a few apartments will be combined
under the plan, the density will remain.
Parkside sees home ownership as the only answer to
the problems in the neighborhood. They were hoping for
family-sized apartments, and some kind of cooperative
ownership.
"Wedon'twant to steal the whole package," said Herb
Adams. '1f one building could have been given over to
that kind of program, that's giving a family a chance to
own an affordable home."
City Counselor Pam Plumb, recognizing the neighborhood's complaints, said waiting for a better solution
was "unrealistic."
She said, "The density is clearly not ideal. But I don't
see a viable alternative on the horizon." She predicted a
rapid end to the problems spawned by the buildings.
Some Sherman Street neighbors are also irked that
Plumb, their city counselor, supports the plan at all.
Plumb ison the Portland City Council's housing committee, which is recommending the council chip in a loan of
$430,000 in public money. Although NSSA partner John
Lightbody is a legal partner to Plumb's husband, Plumb
has voted in support of the sale. The legal firm is Murray
Plumb and Murray.
That proximity "does not enter into my decision. It is
not a conflict of interest," said Plumb, whosaid she
checked with the city attorney before casting her vote.
She said that if she, or her husband's law firm, had stood
to gain financially from the sale, she would have bowed
out from the vote.
The Mai~e State Housing Authority, Cumberland
County Affordable Housing Ventures and Maine Housing Enterprises are contributing money, too. These organizations are all publicly and!or charitably funded .

..-Hannah Holmes

Taxi rates get the green light
Taxi drivers got a raise for the first time in eight years when the
Portland City Council met July 17. The council's public safety
committee said in its proposal that Portland's new rates will be
"slightly above the average" in New England. The "first drop" fee
will rise from 90 cents for the first one-seventh of a mile to $1.20
for one ninth. The travelling rate also rises, from 20 cents per
seventh to 20 cents per ninth. All told, the increase is 28.5 percent.
These are maximum rates; cab companies compete by charging
less.

Picture Maine: People g Placeg

PHOTO CONTEST
Stop in at either of our two
convenient locations for contest
rules and entry forms.

Deadline for entries: July 31, 1989
71 u.s. Route 1
Scarborough
883-5126

30 City Center
Portland
772·7296

Hours: Mon·Fri 7:30-6

Sat 9:00·1

GR~ND
PRIZE
Konlca 35mm Z

Th

(retail value

e World's fi t f

$39900~P80 .
.

compact ~o~'y automatic
lens shutter
35mm
camera!

TRUST THE PROS AT BPS PHOTO EXPRESS

Freeport goes foam free
Two young Freeport girls battled it outwith MacDonalds and
won. Anna Brown and Bridget Sullivan-Stevens, worried about
the environmental impact of foam (which neither breaks down on
its own norrecyc!es easily) asked the Freeport town council to ban
its use for serving food and beverages. Passed July 11, the ban is
effective January 1990. MacDonalds did win one concession
concession from the town council- if a town-wide foam recycling
program is operational by January 1990, the fast-food giant can
keep pushing plastic.

Telegram pushes plastic
The Maine Sunday Telegram announced in its July 16 edition
that it will begin packaging some of the papers in plastic. AJthough it aknowledged plastic has an environmental cost (which
the newspaper did not assume responsiblity for), the Telegram
said its advertisers would be better served if everyone had to take
the whole production - glossy inserts and all.

WEIRD NEWS:
"'A u.s. tax court has rejected a Minneapolis undertaker's
attempt to take an $11 ,000 business deduction for his daughter'S
wedding reception. William McReavy had tried to claim the
reception as an advertiSing and entertainment expense, contending that more than 80 percent of the people he invited were clients
or prospective customers for his funeral establishment.
"'Lassiter High School in Marietta, Ga., has a large enrollment
and a small cafeteria. Asa result, some students this year ate lunch
at9:33 a.m.
orOfficials of Nigeria Airways, trying to freshen its image and
increase travelers' confid'ence, decided the first step should be to
change the logo from an elephant to an eagle.
... A woman in BlOOmington, III., called police to report that her
shoes were on fire. After the responding officer extinguished the
fire with a large stick, the woman explained she wanted a hot
barbecue sandwich and decided to use her shoes as a source of
heal. She was charged with unlawful burning within city limits.
Roland Swul/AltnNtt
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Soft, Subtle
Hair Color.
At Matthew John we fly from London to Miami to bring
you exciting new hair colors, to make you look better
than ever.
Your hair color must be natural looking with lots of
luster and liveliness.
We invite you to try our style with a free consultation
and $10 off any hair color service thru July 31, 1989.
• Subject to stylist availability
• No double discounts
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
• Please bring in this ad to
Matthew John, 426 Fore 51., Portland
recieve discount.
772-5243
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:4·~"'lKS:
Tel. 799-SAVE
We buy booles, too.
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TUE to FRI II -5, SAT 12-4
OTHER TIMES BY CHANCE
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Just acquired for sale -

,

limited, signed

by Andy Newman

This coupon good
for $ I. 00 OFF
each hook of S6 or
more.

Expires - 7/31/89

WE IIAVE AllOUT 16,000
nOOKS INCLUDING
lruNDREDSOFCURRENT
AND OUT-OF-PRINT
PliOTOGllAPHY, ART AND
ANTIQUES nOOKS.

Jl Weavers Shop

.'

~ '

Large

KIMONO ROBES

Cheese Pizza

30% OFF

Beth Wilbur
Street hawker
Beth Wilbur earns
money for college
seiling the
Portland Evening
Express to people
cruising around
Portland.

How long have you been doing this?
This is my second summer. It was really exciting
last summer because I'm from Presque Isle so
when I carne down here it was like, wow.
What do you like about It?
The people - I really enjoy meeting new people.
It's real short and sweet but some people come
back and they'll park and we'll talk.
Do people get upset and honk when you run
Into traffic and hold It up?
Yes. You get yelled at occasionally.
Has anyone been hit by a car doing this?
No. Not yet.
Do you ever think about all the pollution
you must breathe In all day?
Yeah, I do think about it. Like when I go horne
at night I'm dirty. You wash your face and the
washcloth is black. But even if I was just walking
around I'd get the same thing. And I'm getting
paid for it.
Your hands really are black.
They've been washed once already today!
People see them and say, !'Oh gross, keep the
change. I don't want to t06ch your hands." I get
ink in my hair, on my face. I bring eye drops with
me for when I get it in my eyes, like when it's real
hot out and you rub your eyes.

BOOKSTORE

th-th-th-.,.-....,.-...th-th-th-.,.·.,.-

~
"SIMPLY
u MAINE'S BEST R
A
S
E SECONDHAND R
D
BOOKSTORE" E
~

~

773-4200

•

241 CONGRESS STREET

Do you hang out with other hawkers7
Yeah, we go out a lot. It's fun. Some people will
walk up and say, I know you from somewhere. Dh,
I've seen you on the street comer. It's pretty
embarrassing!

B

0
0
K
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~

Do you read the Evening Express?
Occasionally, when I get bored.

You don't deliver any papers to residences,
do you?
No, but once last summer when I was working

i
·.

Driving his car nude?
Yup. But I just pretended like nothing was going
on and said, "have a nice afternoon!" I think he
wanted a bigger reaction. He was real calm about it
actually. You meet a lot of strange people.
What's the toughest thing about
doing this?
When you get a lot of rude people, it's really
hard. I mean, they can either make your day or
they can just ruin it. Some days I just feel like
quitting and crying, because they can just be really
rude.
What did that old guy In the car
Just say to you?
He told me to stop gabbing and get over here.
Do people often Just honk at you when they
want a paper?
Yeah they do. Actually, that's better because
sometimes I run to cars and I get there and they
don't want papers. Some people will just hang
their hands out the window or with the glare on
the windshield I can't tell if they're gesturing to
me. It's embarrassing because you get to the car
and somebody says, "Oh, I was just flicking my
ashes."
.
Will you do this again next summer?
Probably not. I'll probably find something else
like that has to do with my major or something.
Andy Newman, whose father often told him to go play in
traffic, doesn't gets aroered with ink when he hawks CBW in
Augusta - because CBW is printed with low-rub ink. ·
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• Furniture Buttons from 114" to 1"
• Pegs, finials, glue dowels in stock
• Largest assortment of wood turnings
you've ever seen at factory prices.
• Free mail order catalogue.
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Specializing in repairs
of southwestern
jewelry

t1 N . :"'~;:
~:"!: ~ ~''f:g (:\.~
15112 School Street, Freel?ort
865-3244 Open daily unhl 7
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Custom
jewelry
and repairs
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Casey's
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Freeport, Maine
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Please ask or our catalo
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European
Down Shop

Also in Lewiston (3). Auburn (2), So. Paris & Augusta

Do people proposition you?
Dh yes. We get that every day. They're like, do
you come with the paper? You just have to ignore
it. Two weeks ago I was on Preble and Congress
and a guy waved me down the street so I ran down
and gave him the paper. He handed me a five so I
was making his change and stuff. And, ah, he was
nude. So I was just like ...

!:
. Cti.d.d.l.ed.ow ..':.:' .
An Authentic

ItAliAN SANDWiCH SHOPPE$

.. .

up at High and Congress somebody from the third
story dropped down a bucket on a rope with the
change in there and I put fhe paper in there and he
wheeled it up. People come up with weird things.
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A conversation with

COTTON

Spe~i~l.~~4.00
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TUE.-SAT. 10-5
SUN. NOON-5
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Blueberry Pottery, Blueberry Jam, Blueberry
Honey, Maine Balsam Pillows, Maine T-Shirts,
Lobster Pops, Lobster Soaps, Bert & I
Cassettes, Maine Mugs, Handpainted Sand
Dollars, Maine Soaps, Maine Magnets, Maine
Christmas Ornaments, Postcards, Maine
Collectables.
Mention this ad & receive a FREE Maine
postcard! Good through Labor Day.
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Stop in for a few minutes, or
browse for hours. Enjoy!
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Maine
Remembered
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: 146 Ocean St., South Portland :
Used & Out-of-Print Books ,
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Come 10 Freeport &. See Mame's Most Famous
. ~': :
Natural Phenomenon
.. J
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Just off Route 1 & 1-95, 2
1/2 miles up Desert Road.
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I)':.:~ business right
I,~;.;;;. here on August
ll ....:'~~·
~,.. 31- Just in time
f/:~!:~ for Labor Day!
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of sand. Take a guided
safari ride or walk the
dunes, see art craft people
at work, visit our unusual
gift shop. Relax at our
family picnic ar~a.
Especially for campers, we
have a campground and
.
~ ':.,:. convenience store, too.
:-~ 1 Telephone 865-6962
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See acres of giant sand
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Porcelain Platter by Pat Hannigan
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Pro·eet Censore ••
Before last November's presidential election, Richard
Meeker, publisher of the Portland, Oregon, newsweekly
Willamette Week, wrote: "If the average American voter
had been reading the alternative press's coverage of
Election '88, the candidacy of George Bush would be
finished by now."
Of course, Meeker will never be able to prove his
claim. Most U.s. voters did not get their campaign news
from the alternative press.
Meeker's statement began an article that went on to
describe Bush' s attempts to dismantle environmental
regulations, his role in shielding Central Intelligence
Agency covert activities from congressional investigators, his interference with the Senate Watergate Committee's investigation of Richard Nixon, his appointment of
Nazi sympathizers to key campaign slots and mo~e.
Last month, a panel of media experts agreed with
Meeker about the significance of both the alternative
press's charges and the mainstream media's poor
campaign coverage when it selected Meeker's article as
Project Censored's top underreported story of 1988.
'1've watched lots of campaigns including presidential ones," said renowned media critic and Project
Censored judge Ben Bagdikian, "and this last one was
worst coverage in my experience."
PJoject Censored is the 13-year-old brainchild of Sonoma State University communications professor Ca
Jensen. Each year, the project ranks the top 10 underreported stories of the previous year.
The stories typically are not censored in the traditional sense of the world. Government officials rarely
ten newspaper editors and television news directors
what news is prohibited. Most of the stories were
published somewhere or they wouldn't have come to
the project's attention.
The focus of Project Censored is the mainstream media' s propensity for self-censorship. The project's official
definition of censorship is "the suppression, whether
purposeful or not, by any method - including bias,
omission or underreporting - which prevents the public
from knowing what is happening in SOciety."
This year, Jensen's students researched more than 400
submissions to find out exactly how much coverage
each subject received, then voted on the top 25 finalists.
Jensen forwarded synopses of the finalists to a panel
of 13 judges comprised of academicians, media observers and working journaliSts - people like Bagdikian,
Noam Chomsky, professor of linguistics and philosophy
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Brad
Knickerbocker, editorial page editor of the Christian
Science Monitor. The judges ranked the top 25 and their
vote tally determined the final ranking of the top 10
underreported stories of 1988.
Here are the top underreported stories of 1988, as
selected by Project Censored:

1. George Bush's dirty big secrets
While the mainstream press was busy following the
superficial agenda laid out by campaign staffers, the alternative press was busy trying to tell the U.s. public
who George Bush really was. In fact, the altemative
press had been onto Bush before the election: As far
back as Dec. 3, 1986, the San Francisco Bay Guardian
had published one of the first accounts of the Christie
Institute's "Secret Team" lawsuit, suggesting Bush knew
of the alleged government conspiracy of drug-smuggling and assassination . .
As last November's election approached, the evidence about Bush's past continued to mount. Some of
the best work was done by the L.A. Weekly and the
Village Voice, but Meeker's compiled story also relied
on reports published in The Nation, the North Carolina
Independent and the Boston Phoenix. The findings
included Bush's serving as a CIA asset as far back as
1963, his ties to drug-runner Manuel Noriega and his
almost-certain knowledge of government efforts to
supply weapons illegally to the Contras.
Meeker wrote of the mainstream dailies: " Their laziness, inattention, pretenses of fairness and cowardliness
have helped hand this election to George Bush. When
information like that contained in this article finally surfaces, you can be certain that the last major institution to
get any of the blame will be the one most responsible."

2. How the EPA pollutes the news
Freelance journalist Jim Sibbison revealed in the November lDecember 1988 issue of the Columbia Journalism Review that the EPA had been intentionally softpedaling stories about clean water and other pollution
issues during the Reagan administration - and that the
mainstream media had swallowed the deceptive press
releases hook, line and sinker. Sibbison also revealed
that the Office of Management and Budget was meeting
with industry executives in an attempt to find ways to
cut the costs to industry of proposed EPA regulations.
Many of the suggested changes were then adopted by
the EPA.
In the Marchi April issue of Greenpeace, Peter Von
Stackleber went even further, exposing how EPA
officials had secretly worked with officials from the
paper industry to cover up information about the
presence of the powerful carcinogen dioxin in paper
products and discharge from paper mills.

3. The risk of nuclear disaster in space
When the space shuttle Chal1~nger exploded on Jan.
28,1986, Karl Grossman, a journalism professor at the
College at Old Westbury campus of the State University
of New York, was already at work on a story about the
hazards of using plutonium on space missions. Three of

22 plutonium-carrying missions had ended in disaster.
He knew that government projections put the chance
of a shuttle disaster at one in 10,000. But in fact, it turned
out to be one in 25. He also knew that the next flight
after Challenger was scheduled to carry 50 pounds of
plutonium as part of the Galileo mission to Jupiter. If a
similar explosion had taken place during the Galileo
launch and the plutonium was dispersed over Florida,
said John Gorfman, professor emeritus of medical
physics at the University of California at Berkeley, "kiss
Florida good-bye."
The Galileo Project now has an October, 1989 launch
date. Nonetheless, in the fall 1988 issue of Extra!, the
newsletter of Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting,
former NBC News President Reuven Frank is quoted as
having said: "1 don't believe (Galileo) exists. If there was
a plan to do that, it would be reported."

4. The dangers of food irradiation
Although the Department of Energy is going ahead
with plans to set up 1,000 food irradiation facilities
around the country, the jury is still out on the efficacy
and safety of irradiation. The April/June issue of The
Workbook, a quarterly magaZine published by the
Albuquerque-based Southwest Research and Information Center, contained an article by Judith H. Johnsrud
that described several studies suggesting that irradiation
may not be safe. In these studies: Children fed irradiated
wheat developed abnormal blood cens; the offspring of
animals fed irradiated food had low survival rates; lab
animals fed irradiated food developed testicular tumors,
kidney damage and chromosomal abnormalities; a
recent accident at a commercial sterilizer similar to food
irradiation plants exposed 10 workers to radioactive
cesium.
•

5. Acid rain: killing more than AIDS
When acid rain was chosen as one of the ten best
Project Censored stories of 1977, almost no one had even
heard of it. Today, acid rain is a household term that
usually invokes images of dying lakes and forests, but
few people realize the effe<;t acid rain is having on
human health.
Environmental writer Merritt Oifton described the
scope of the problem in a Jan. 28, 1988 article in Vanguard Press, an alternative newsweekly in Vermont. The
headline didn't mince words: "Acid rain is killing five to
20 times as many Americans as AlDS."
Acid rain has been linked to Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome, childhood cancers, respiratory diseases,
increased incidence of lung cancer, breast and colon
cancer and childhood mental retardation. The numbers
are staggering: In 1986, the Brooklyn National laboratory estimated that acid rain kills SO,OOO people in the
U.S. each year. A 1984 Office of Technology Assistance
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Ten stories that were too hot for the
mainstream media to handle in 1988.
report set the national annual death toll at SO,OOO to
200,000. Clifton quoted Environment Canada policy
director Alex Manson saying, "It's sort of the way it was
very early on with smoking."

6. America's secret police network
Ten years ago, Project Censored's sixth-best underreported story was about"A little-known organization
called LEIU - Law Enforcement Intelligence Unit -links
almost every major police force in the U.s. and Canada.
As a private organization, it is not answerable to traditional official groups, nor are its files subject to the
freedom-of-information laws."
This year the same story occupies the same slot. The
source this time around is a June 24,1988 Los Angeles
Times article by William K. Knoedelseder Jr., Kim
Murphy and Ronald Soble. The article reported that
LIEU had threatened to suspend the L.A. Police Department's membership because two police detectives
allegedly leaked confidential information about organizedcrime.

7. Children iIIre paying Third World debt
The developing world now spends nearly one-fourth
of its export revenues to payoff its $1 trillion debt. The
financial hardship is so great that nations are cutting
back on social services, and many of the people who
suffer are children.
According to a London Observer article by John
Madeley reprinted in the San Francisco Examiner, "The
40 poorest countries in the developing world have
halved health spending over the past few years and cut
education budgets by a quarter. Fewer children between
the ages of six and 11 are now going to school, and malnutrition is on the increase."
Madeley's article was followed by the release of a
United Nations "State of the World's Children" report.

8. A constitutional convention:
Thirty-four states must call for a convention to
change the Constitution before one can be held. During
1988, as many as 32 states were on record supporting
such a gathering, and Kentucky almost became number
33. The main thrust of the convention movement comes
from the conservative National Taxpayers Union.
Peter B. Gemma Jr., contributing editor to Conservative Digest, described the agenda desired by many
conservatives in the March 3,1988 USA Today: "But
there should be nothing to fear about refining the
Constitution. And many of us feel a number of changes
are urgently needed. Popular proposals such as voluntary prayer in public schools, presidential line-item veto
power and restricting or regulating the abo!li0n-ondemand industry cannot be bottled up on Capitol Hill
forever."
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Your views are here, and sometimes ours.
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Clark St., Portland, ME 04102.

9. U.S. refuses to abide by World Court
When the United Nations was established half a
century ago, the International Court of Justice, better
known as the World Court, was created to serve as its
judicial arm and resolve international disputes. The
United States is bound by the UN Charter to "comply
with the judgment of the International Court of Justice,"
and for most of the court's history it has done that. But
the U.S. has ignored a June 1986 decision that it Violated
international law by declaring a May 1985 trade embargo against Nicaragua, mining Managua's harbor and
arming the Contras.
The original court decision and the fact that the
United States then rejected the court's jurisdiction was
itself an underreported story, but even more underreported was the continuation of the case during 1988. The
1986 ruling said a Nicaraguan request for more than $2.8
billion in reparations was premature, but, since the
United States has refused to negotiate with Nicaragua,
the case has been reopened. The United States ignored a
July 29, 1988 deadline to file a statement in the case.

10. The abuse of incarcerated children
When Dwight Boyd Roberts was nine, both his
parents were seriously injured in an automobile accident. So he was sent to stay in the Los Angeles County
Juvenile Hall. During his four month stay, he said, "I
experienced my first physical beating, my first sexual
molestation, my first placement in solitary confinement,
and I watched, for the first time, an act of rape. I also
committed my first act of violence and my victim nearly
died."
When Boyd told his story, with the help of co-author
Jack Carter, in Arete, a San Diego-based magazine, he
was serving a 1O-year sentence for assault with a deadly
weapon. Roberts' experience is not an isolated case.
According to the synopsis sent to Project Censored
judges, "On any given day, there are an average of 2.5
million children of both sexes between the ages of five
and 19 years incarcerated in American juvenile facilities.
Of that number, more than 1.2 million are being sexually
abused by their peers. Nearly lSO,OOO more are being
abused by their sta te-employed counselors and staff
members."
They also endure physical beatings, neglect and
isolation.
"Is it any wonder." the synopsis continues, "that
today's incarcerated children become tomorrow's cop
killers, rapists and mass murderers? Charles Manson,
Gary Gilmore, George Jackson and Dwight Boyd
Roberts share one trait: They were each incarcerated
children."
Craig MclAughlin /San Francisco Bay Guardian
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In the U.S.S.R.: At Molye Korell, an outdoor museum for wooden architecture near Archangel, traditionally-dressed Russian
folk dancers present a loaf of bread to Westbrook Mayor Phillip Spiller (back to camera).

SISTER CITIES
CONTINUED from page one

Rio Grande do Norte, Brazil

Sheila Bellefleur recalls that Casco Bay Movers was
the first dance company from Maine to go to Brazil.
Although she was interested in Brazil, she had been
unaware of Maine's relationship with Rio Grande do
Norte until a friend whose family had hosted a Brazilian student years earlier mentioned the organization.
Sheila checked into it, got involved, and soon found
herself heading to Brazil as part of a cultural exchange.
The company spent three weeks in Rio Grande do
Norte teaching at the university and at a dance academy. There were also sessions where the students
taught them Brazilian folk dances, and helped them
get Brazilian music, which Casco Bay Movers now use

Photo by Daniel Glover

studies in theater and mime funded by Partners and
the university. About her experience in Brazil she says,
"In jazz dance, Latin rhythms are integral. It was
exciting to experience the rhythms at their source, then
bring that back here .. . I don't know how it was when
it started but now there's a real appreciation, real
integrity, not just Americans showing South Americans how we can help their lives."

Maine's relationship with Rio Grande do Norte, a
coastal state in northeastern Brazil, is more than 20
years old, created in 1967 through the Partners of the
Shinagawa, Japan
Americas. The Partners organization was first conThe relationship between Portland and Shinagawa ceived by President Kennedy; it pairs U.S. states with
a borough of Tokyo - celebrates its fifth anniversary
sections of Latin America and the Caribthis year. The initial contact carne from Shinagawa,
bean, and its purpose is to create volunand was prompted by the fact that one of
tary grassroots alliances between people
japan's heroes was born in Portland. A
in each country. Maine and Rio Grande
marine biologist, Edward Sylvester Morse
Trading places in the Global Village
do Norte were paired together because of
was working and studying in Japan
their geographic location - each is the
Student exchange programs are flourishing in the Greater Portland
shortly after it was opened to the West,
most northeastern state in its country.
area. A newcomer in the field is EF Global Village, a program of the EF
and is now honored there as the founder
The Maine/Rio Grande do Norte exFoundation. The EF Foundation (that stands for Europeiska Ferieskolan,
of Japanese archaeology.
change lloes not have a high profile in
or European Holiday School) began in Sweden 25 years ago, and has
In looking for a Sister City, Shinagawa
Maine, but its effects and influence are
grown into an international organization providing foreign language
originally considered both Portland and
far-reaching. At any given time, several
courses and cultural exchange programs for people of every age and naSalem, Massachusetts, where Morse evenexchanges in different program areas are
tionality. Today, EF programs are organized and taught in 250 centers
tually made his horne and where his
in the works. Regina Guedes, a Brazilian
and schools, all located in the countries where the language taught is the
collection is now housed in a museum.
potter, was artist-in-residence at Bates
language spoken.
On their visit to Portland, Shinagawa
College for six weeks this Spring; journalUnlike many student exchange programs, EF Global Village takes into
olficials were hosted and escorted around
ist Paulo Macedo has been invited to
account the fact that few American mothers are at home during the day,
the city by members of the Japan America
Maine to write about the relationship;
and that many families who would like to host an exchange student
Society of Maine (JASM), including one of
Melvin Burke recently spent three weeks
hesitate to take on the extra expense of an extra household member.
the founders of the Society, J. Dallas Pyle.
in Natal lecturing at the Universidad
Students in this program attend morning English classes four days a
Pyle, a private consultant specializing in
Federal do Rio Grande do Norte on privaweek at Moore Middle school, and optional activities are planned for
doing business with Japan, lived in Japan
tization, foreign debt and project evaluafternoons and some evenings and weekends. A $200-per-student
for 10 years, is married to a Japanese
ation; the Brazilian Arts Ensemble, a
monthly stipend is offered to defray the costs of room and board.
woman, and speaks fluent Japanese. He
woodwind trio, will be in Maine from
The EF Global Village has brought 33 Swedish students (and one
credits JASM's help for convincing ShiSeptember 6 to the 24. One Maine memchaperon) to Portland this month, and will be bringing the same number
nagawa to choose Portland as a Sister
ber, John Sarsfield, has been working
from France in August. Host families represent a wide cross-section of
City; not only was Morse's birthplace a
with the Brazilian Navy, detailing the
Maine life, and are interested in showing Maine and the United States to
logical choice, but the city already
almost lost art of Brazilian boat building.
students from another culture. And that, according to EF spokesperson
possessed a group of people interested in
Another member, Neil Rolde (author of
Grace Houghton, is what EF Global Village is all about - building
Japan, and willing to help facilitate a rela"So You Think You Know Maine") has
national understanding through exchange and language.
tionship.
written a book on Rio Grande do Norte
For more information about EF Global Village, call the Portland office
In October 1984, a 40-person delegafor a Maine audience and plans to do one
at 772-1979, or write to Global Village, PO Box 5157, Station A, Portland,
tion carne from Shinagawa to formalize
on Maine to be translated into PortuME 04101.
the relationship, and for the first time, the
guese. The Biddeford-Saco Rotary,
Kate 0' Halloran
City of Portland was exposed to the
together wi th Partners, funded the Rio
potentialities of the exchange. A weekend
Grande do Norte Literacy Program,
of celebrations included a concert at the
which provides classrooms, equipment and support
in their own work.
Portland PerfOrming Arts Center and a display of
services for children aged eight to 18 to help prepare
Sheila went back to Rio Grande do Norte in 1988 for dancing outside City Hall by Japanese dancers in
them for entry into the public school systems. With
a two-month artist-in-residency at the university, but
traditional kimono, as well as by a local contraproject areas including health, rehabilitation, culture,
now feels that the Partners program has given her
dancing group. After the exhibition, the dancers asked
small business, economic development, agriculture,
enough supPort, and is intent on setting up her own
the general public to join in as each group learned the
education, school building and student exchanges,
contacts and programs in Brazil. She is studying
dances of the other.
there is plenty of scope for involvement.
Portuguese with an exchange student at USM - his
Since then, the program has seen a growing core of

In the U.S.A.: While visiting Freeport, members of the visiting Archangel delegation pose to have
r picture taken
a
IImoslne. L-R: Eugenle Tsarev, limo driver, Vlctorln Kameneya, Capt. Alex Shutov and Archangel Mayor Stanis Potemptkln.
people committed to the exchange, and has also unlike the other sister city relationships - received
funding from the City of Portland. The City has paid
travelling expenses for members of several delegations
to Shinagawa, and now funds a Sister City Coordinator's Office in City Hall. Still, says Pyle, 'This is not
some esoteric exercise by a few politically-oriented
people, but a grassroots celebration of two cultures."
The exchange program affects many aspects of life
in Portland. Sister schools in elementary and junior
high have exchanged artwork and pen pal video
letters. On a business trip to Japan, Pyle made a side
trip to deliver a gift to one Shinagawa school- 50 live
Maine lobsters from their sister school. The students
put them in a tank and kept them. In 1987, Portland
Little League teams raised $35,000 for a baseball
exchange with Shinagawa. Tony Montanaro, Mr. &
Mrs. Fish and the Portland String Quartet have all
taken part in the program. And although high schools
and universities are outside the jurisdiction of the
program, the sister university relationship recently
established between USM and three Japanese universities was helped along by the formal exchange program.
And the Back Cove project currently under way on
Cumberland Avenue was facilitated by Mitsui - a
Japanese corporation based in Shinagawa.
Relationships like these - relationships which
develop outside the exchange program itself - are
what many of those involved in the exchange hope to
see. Says Pyle, "It's important that the program not be
seen as removed from the experience of citizens, it
should be seen as a facet of community life, like having
a nice park or a good bus system. Anyone who has
ever taken a walk in a park knows what an asset it is.
And the exchange program is an asset, which should
be valued by the citizens of Portland. If people have a
better understanding of US relations in a non-rhetorical tone, really seeing the relationship for what it is,
that's an asset. Communication between people is
good for the community at large."

Archangel, USSR
Partners of the Americas' aim of "promoting peace,
understanding, mutual respect and familiarity by
engaging in down-to~arth projects on a human scale"
sounds very much like the aim of the Friends of
ArChangel, a group which has recently instituted a
Sister City relationship between Greater Portland and
Archangel, USSR. According to Fred Richardson, a
board member of the group, members feel that it is
important to connect with people in the Soviet Union
"to build peace, to facilitate exchange, and establish
roots to world peace." Members of the Friends of

Archangel are a diverse lot; they include members of
Veterans for Peace, and of Physicians for Social
Responsibility; students, academics, and people of
every political ideology and economic status.
The Greater Portland-Archangel relationship is
barely a year old. It was founded by a dedicated core
group in Portland who, under president Dan Glover,
still provide the impetus and support for the program.
After initial contact had been made with Archangel, a
four-person delegation went to Russia to enter into a
formal relationShip.
In April of this year a Russian delegation, headed
by the mayor of Archangel, visited Portland, with a big
public delegation in the works for next year. Three
members of the Portland group attended a Sister City
planning meeting for all U.s./U.s.s.R. Sister Cities in
Tashkent in late May to work on facilitating exchanges.
And in June, 47 Mainers went to Archangel for the
annual Angel Day celebration, when the city celebrates
24 hours of daylight at the summer solstice with a
riverside festival. Delegates include a nine-year-old
child, 84-year-old Anna Brast, singer Anne Dodson
and Rodney Richard, a chainsaw artist from Rangeley,
Maine.
Archangel is an old northwoods pulp town of
500,000 people, it once served as Russia's exit to
Europe. Portland's access to Archangel is due to the
current policy of glasnost; for years, Archangel has
been closed to the west. This was in part because of the
feeling that Archangelites would be particularly
vulnerable to Western influence. Many citizens there
are of German or ScandinaVian descent, and identify
culturally with Europe.
The Liberty ships of WWIl had created a friendly
feeling towards Americans, which Stalin did not want
fostered . The Liberty ships, many of which were built
in Maine, supplied Russia with food and war materials
to keep the war going on the Eastern front. With 40
percent of ships on the Mermansk-Archangel run sunk
by Germans, the trip was a dangerous one, and the
knowledge of the risk Americans ran to help left many
in Archangel feeling grateful.
But the attitudes which led to closing Archangel are,
in Richardson'S words, "changing dramatically right in
front of us," and the Friends of Archangel plan to take
advantage of the .new, more open political climate. A
high school exchange program has already taken
place, with 10 students from Portland living with host
families in Archangel and attending high school there,
while 10 students from Archangel did the same here.
Another program the group hopes to institute is
currency-free counterpart exchanges in which an
individual from one partner stays - and works - with
his/her counterpart in the other dty. For example, a

Photo by Steve Maines

Portland nurse going to Archangel, staying in the
horne of a nurse there, and working in a Russian
hospital for the duration of the exchange. The "currency-free" aspect means that, once airfare has been
paid, the individual does not need any cash in the local
currency; all expenses are covered by the exchange
program.
Richardson stresses that the Portland-Archangel
relationship receives no government or public money.
The high school students who went to Archangel
raised $24,000 for the program through "begging and
bottle drives." All the delegates on the June trip paid
their own way.

On the horizon
"I would like to see as many sister cities as poSSible,
because each draws on a different niche, different
people with different support," says Richardson. He
doesn't think taxpayers should support travel financially, but he feels the city could explode with international contact if it had an office to facilitate exchanges.
For example, Rochester, N.Y. has 12 sister cities,
with one city office supporting the exchanges.
Richardson dreams of a League of Sister Cities, in
which each member of the League would be related to
each other member - Portland to Shinagawa, Shinagawa to Archangel, Archangel to Rio Grande do
Norte, Rio Grande do Norte to Shinagawa, etc. Such a
league, in his opinion, would open doors and facilitate
trade relations.
But even without such a league, there may be more
sister cities on the horizon. Until the recent uprisings, a
visit from the governor of Ji Lin Province in China had
been scheduled. Although that trip is on hold now, the
Portland-based Chinese America Friendship Association continues to explore the possibility of a Chinese,
although perhaps not mainland China, sister city.
"Participating in an exchange program does make a
difference," says Richardson, "it's the difference
between touring around, just observing things, and
really interacting with a culture."

Kate 0' Halloran is an Irish o:patriate who is still struggling to
adapt to this country. Juanita Cuellar Nichols is a native of Bogota,
Colombia, who is desperately trying to master the Japanese
ianguJ'gt.
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While reading Laurie Colwin's "Home Cooking: A Writer in the Kitchen," I ran bang into a
sentence that stopped me dead. It struck me as
absolutely right. "No one who cooks cooks alone,"
she said.
Often, of course, this is quite physically true.
It's always just when I've got hot oil in the pan
spattering out and about when my toddler son
shows up to reach for the edge of the stove. When
I'm hacking at a-chicken, with its slithery skin in
one hand and a cleaver in the other, he wants to
be picked up. When it's a matter of fine timing
and veloutes, he pulls all the pots and pans out
from their cupboards and throws a full tantrum
in their midst.
And then, too, there's my husband, super
cookmate that he is. We work our chores together, shoulder to shoulder at the sink, dancing
around each other in a pattern almost scientific.
But even when he's not in the room, certain
things call him back. Freshly cut garlic, for instance, seems to send strong signals his way. I'll
be smack in the middieof sliveringor mincing or
mashing the stuff, when he'll come up from
behind me to muzzle my neck. I'm caught, there,
my hands in midair and reeking.
There are others, too, sometimes. There's a
close friend of mine who likes to drag a stool over
and sit as close as she can to my elbow. She
scuttles the stool around the kitchen as I move.
She asks questions: "Why are you doing that?
How do you know how to bone a chicken? Could
you tell me how you make that? What is this for?"
She pelts me with interrogatory, a lawyerboth by
trade and nature.
My mother has picked up the trick with the
stool, but her presence is gentler. She sits near to
be companionable. We chat about family or gardens or plans. Maybe because our relationship is
as old as my world itself, elemental, as accepted
as air, I don't feel pressed to perform. I cook,
simply. I talk.
There is something about a kitchen. The true
north of the home, it exerts an undeniable pull.
And, beyond these people in the flesh, it calls up
other presences of all sorts.
I've seen my husband stop and stiff the air at
a certain mix of smells. "My grandmother," he'll
say, "my grandmother's kitchen." First-generation, off-the-boat Italian, she came from Calabria,
a place of hard soils and hard dialects and strong
foods. Garlic, tomato, sausage, fennel bring her
near. She's with us when Joe cuts pasta by hand,
when he makes pots of sauce to freeze down.
Bossy, amused at his efforts (that a male should
cook!), she hangs over his shoulder. In the kitchen
he, too, uses the hard consonants of her dialect
(Bizza, it is, and Brosciutt' ).
My husband's mother is with us daily. Since
her recent death, she seems to be with us more
than ever. There's a pot from her house that
conjures her. White enamel with black rim and

handle, it seems to speak to me of Depression
days. These pots are apparently much in favor
among the older generation of Italians. Inside
this one there's a black blotch where something
chipped it-what?,I wonder, when?,asiscrubit
out. We have othersofher utensils, too, and I find
myseU cleaning them with particular attention.
She liked her things spotless. I like to honor her
memory. The sink was, and still is our common
ground.
My own mother is everywhere in the kitchen,
even, of course, when she's not there (if you
follow). I have stacks of recipes copied from her
files and even more, uncopied,that she has passed
on to me in some kind of osmosis. The basics are
all hers. My stew is hers, my rice, salad dressing,
chicken (baked in clay), my chili, my vegetables
(steamed) ... Tipson thecutting, the cleaning, the
storing of things swarm around me and guide
my hands. I mean, I probably even fold up leftovers in plastic wrap with my mother's own
gestures and crossovers. In my kitchen, I am,
after all, a product of her history.
There are endless other presences there, too.
When I wash dishes, I use a method my beloved
college roommate showed me. There's a worndown wooden spoon, my favorite, that came
from mygrandmother's. My Indian dishesareall
derived from my oldest sister, who married a
Punjabi. Although my results may not be like
hers, I smell the spices she tosses in, I see her
techniques (the same kind of principle as running a replay of McEnroe through your mind
while playing tennis). Recently I've found that
our vegetarian friends tend tohoveraboutwhenever we throw a slabofmeatoverthecoals. (They
don't proselytize, they just hover, which is
enough.) Although I don't talk to myselfover the
cutting board, I do hold internal conversation
with whichever presence manages to snag my
attention.
Theweightofhistoryisall there, in the kitchen.
It's a gentle history, too, for the most part. Who
knows how far it stretches back? Who, really, is
the originator of my husband's gnochi? For the
most part it's a history woven by women, although I am pretty sure that our son will be
companioned by his father in much of his cooking.
"No one who cooks cooks alone." The presences are unavoidable, barring life in a vacuum.
Weal! have them. Past and present mingle in the
kitchen. Recent and long-gone have equal say.
I'm amazed thatthefamily and friends that come
to surround me when I pay attention. A few, yes,
I have to shoo away Oike the red-haired cook who
took a cleaver to a rival's ear- but that's another
story). Most I invite and are welcome.

Brenda Chandler never writes alone either, but that's
another story.

($1195 List)

Until now, owning a Macintosh computer meant sharing an
office printer if you wante.d high-resolution outp~t. But now
with the new HP DeskWnter pnnter, you can enJoy the convenience of a personal desktop printer-without sacrificing
the appearance of your business documents.
Designed exclusively for your Macintosh, the HP
DeskWriter printer offers the laser-quality output and font
flexibility your applications demand. So come in now for a
demonstration. And instead of always sharing a printer,
start sharing your ideas.
• Laser-quality, 300 dpi resolution
r/;~ HEWLETT
• Vilriety of fonts in unlimited sizes
~~ PACKARD
• Personal desktop convenience
Authorized Dealer

M-F llam-7pm •Sat. 9am-5pm •Sun. 12-5pm
Naples: Rte. 302, E. ofRte, 35. Across
from Mardon Marina. (207) 693-6996
Turner: Turner Plaza, Rte. 4 (207) 225-3234

The full story 'of Showcase. Over 20 pages
of homes, options, prices & buying tips.
• 6 models • financing
• full contracting • building lots

$995 !

Introductory Price

CONTINUOUS OPEN HOUSE

FREE HOME PLANNING KIT:

••

on~

Showcase is your Custom Home Specialist. Unlimited capabilities from the incredible value of Premier to 3000 sq. ft. luxury homes.

Visit US today. 1..800..344..(j552

~~

FREE HOME-PLANNING SEMINAR
Saturday, August 26 • 7 to lOpm aboard Casco Bay Lines in Portland
Pick up your invitation at our model home.

SHOWCASE HOAfES,INC.

lB

SETTING THE PA.CE IN A.FFORDABLE HOUSING

Rt"'llOIt

28 U.S. Route One, Yarmouth, ME 04096

(800) 322-5003 • (207) 846·5143

DISCOVER
OLD PORT'S
BEST NEW STORE

I.

CRUISE THE STEAMBOAT
ROUTES ABOARD LONGFELLOW II
~

I

St. John st. 773-5466

Use our "Baker's Dozen"
Bread Card for a Free loaf

Still at 434 Fore St. • Old Port & Cornerbrook Mall So. Portland
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Sunset & Harborlight Cruise
7:30-10 p.m.

Share the Romance
at Portland's
Great Little
Italian Restaurant
41 Middle St. • Portland
774-2972

,
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5 Dana St., Old Port ·761-9567
Open Dally 5 a.m.lSac,.Sun 6 a.1lL

One Long Wharf· Portland· 774-3578
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PAINTINGS
by
Katie

PRtfENT)

by Sherry Miller

Maloney
"Jon's Barn"

Wood and pebbles replace marble and bronze

New Work Japan
• Fine Art • Quality Custom Framing • Posters.
·Antique Maps & Prints • Gifts •
24 US Route One,Yarmouth Marketplace,
ME 04096 846-6128

Somethin~hot

is going on.
Is it the bright shining
sun? Is it the warm
ocean breeze? Nature,
by its own law, has a
way of surprising. Which
is exactly what we have
in mind for you with our
fabulous summer sale.
20-40% off Part Two,
Putumayo, In·Wear... to
name just a few of the
wonderful surprises
waiting for you.
Only at Amaryllis.

Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange Street,
Portland, ME 04101

772-4439

BOWDOIN
SUMMER MUSIC
FESTIVAL

A series of six chamber concerts
featuring the Aeolian Cbamber
Players and distinguished guests

Friday, July 21
8:00 p.m.
First Parish Church, Brunswick

Special Guest
Pianist Richard Goode

fun stuff

black and white tables

Also featuring:

from
the

I

Violinist Maria Bachmann
Oboist Harry Sargous

Music of Beethoven,
Schumann, and Stravinsky

CONTEMPORARY GLASS
liD MILK .TRE.-r /807 77a-IID'711

PORTLAND MAIN. 04'01

Here's a strong recommendation to see the haven't done before. Our next step would be to
exhibition of contemporary Japanese sculpture startfrom scratch, from nothing, and make a new
at the University of Southern Maine Art Gallery arrangement.
on the Gorham campus. The last strong recomThere are also some small bronze sculptures
mendation I made also went to a Japanese show, that resemble rocks, and one aluminum piece.
that one of prints at the Payson Gallery at
The notes and essays accompanying the show
Westbrook College.
talk a lot about the influences of eastern and
This sculpture show should be of particular westernarton each other. These pieces are so real
interest to artists, builders, archi tects, and de- to me, and have so much presence of their own,
Signers. The Payson print show offere? stories in that they speak to me of a global art, Here is a use
each piece-one did not need to be schooled in the of materials and a conceptualization that I imagarts to enjoy that show. The contemporary Japa- ine people all over the world could relate to.
nese sculpture requires, for the non-artist, a leap These are our building materials and they are
of imagination from raw materials to works of used equally in rural Africa and even Mongolia.
art.
They seem to break down the barriers of western
If we are able to go and view the piles of stones, versus oriental art,of the American senSibility or
wood, bamboo, hay and earth, and then some- the Japanese senSibility.
how follow the artists' imaginations as they transI am particularly interested in the notion that
fonned these ordinary materials into "sculp- here in Maine, where all these materials, except
tures," we might gain
the bronze, are part
an insight into the
of our everyday lives,
creative process.
sculptors are rarely
Entering the art
working in this way.
gallery on the
I recall a piece made
Gorhamcampus, you
by Alan Bray. It conwill be confronted
sisted of a whole pile
with a long timber
of four-by-four's on
somewhat modified
one side of the stage
or carved on each
during a performend. It rests horizonance collaboration at
tally on the floor. Is
the Portland Muthis just a piece of
seum. During the
wood? Has the artist
performance, the
done anything to it?
piece was slowly
Was the artist's job
taken apart and rejust finding it? What
constructed on the
made the artist conopposite side of the
sider this a sculpture? Mlneko Grimmer's
stage,
What is he trying to "Four Verses Set to Music, 1984"
Celeste Roberge's
say? I could make
colossal sculptures of
that. My six-year-old son could make that.
metal bands filled with large rounded pebbles
At first you might wonder where the works of are another example of Maine sculpture in natuart are. There's a large ring on the floor, about ral materials, Eric Hopkins sometimes uses rocks
eight feet in diameter. It is wrapped with cloth with his glass forms. I'm sure there are others, but
and string and bark,
nota lot.
Nearby there is a pile of wood. It is bundles of
After viewing this show thatcomesfrom Japan,
thin branches stacked indifferent directions. The a country which in my mind has a lot more
artist has decided to use these branches as mate- people than natural resources, I was wondering
- rial, to bundle them together, to face them in why the Maine sculptors are not more involved
different directions, to make the pile a certain with these materials. I was wondering why we
height. The artist is making a three-dimensional might see a show in New York of rope or chainsculpture with integrity, consistency, and visual sawed wood, but we rarely see these things here.
interest, Theartististellingusaboutwood,about Are they too familiar? Are they too much a part
choosing, about arranging. The artist is telling us of our everyday life to stimulate our imaginahe or she has looked around and made these de- tions?
cisions andlhen created something that didn't
There are of course many sculptors working
exist before.
.
in wood here, but the wood is transformed One piece is a sort of open room constructed of carved - into abstractor recognizable forms. This
wood, hay, earth, foil, paper and plaster. We isn't bad or wrong. I am just encouraging people
walk through a narrow entrance and find our- to go and look at these sculptures and try to get
selves in an enclosure constructed of stacked a feeling for an artistic process. And then maybe
pieces of wood, sheets of wood and the other when you're out riding in the woods, you might
materials mentioned. The artisf has created a look at the trees and woodpiles and begin to
th~imensional space for us out of familiar
imagine your own works of art.
materials. But it is not a room as we know it. It is
Complementing the sculpture are Japanese
a shelter created by the imagination of the artist. prints from the collection of Robert and Maureen
It says, what if we could have a room like this; Rothchild. These will be available for students to
what if we could use our wood this way; what if use during a fall course on oriental art so that the
I want this to be my room; what if you change students will not have to work from slides. This
your idea of what a room is?
isan interesting useof a private collection and an
Another piece consists of bamboo poles, brass idea that might be used again by other collectors
bars and a wooden frame, crossed over each and schools.
other. Above them hangs a pyramid of pebbles
The USM Art Gallery at Gorham is open
frozen in ice. As the ice melts, the pebbles reso- Monday-Wednesday 12:00 - 4:00; Thursday and
nate on the bars below, adding the element of Sunday 12:00-8:00 p.m. It is closed Friday and
sound to the sculpture. This piece particularly Saturday. The exhibition runs through August
forces us to think about the artist choosing mate- 17.
rials to do something they haven't done before.
Some of us do that with, say, our clothes every- Sherry Miller, artist and writ~, burned seven cord a year
day. We rearrange them to show something we for 10 years and made no sculpture.
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Rain site:
Portland City
Hail Aud. Five·
Cylinder Jazz
Band at6 pm.
Tickets: $10.
I Dislcourlts avail.

and the Reclines
Maine Premiere

WILLIAMS

PARK,

CAPE

ELIZABETH

PICNIC~OPS
PC>RTLAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Concert
sponsors: Ginn·
Marvin Moving
& Storage Co.
and AT&T.

TOSHIYUKI SHIMADA, MUSIC DIRECTOR & CONDUCTOR

CAll

773-8191

Sunday, July 30
8:00 PM $14
Portland City Hall
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WORLD SAX
QUARTET

America's Leading
Jazz Ensemble
Saturday, August 19
7:00 & 9:30 PM $14
PPAC

THE

PLAINS
GALLERY
28 Exchange Street, Portland Maine 04101 207) 774-7500
Summer Hotn: M-W 10-6 • Th-Sa 1().8 • Su Noon - 5

A CAMBODIAN
CULTURAL FESTIVAL

Khmer Music, Dance,
Food and Art
Saturday, August 26
8:00 PM $10
PPAC
• Black & White
Lace Leotards
• Crop Tops
• Capri TIghts
• Also in Cotton Pastel

NEW STYLES!
BY

g~

~

,
Sponsored bylhomaa Whyte Insurance, Soneata Hotel. WCI.2, Aee\ Bank. and Casoo Bay Weekly.

57 Market St. in the Old Port

1989 MUSIC SERIES PRESENTED BY PORTLAND PERFORMING ARTS

(near the Oyster Club l8Staurantl

773-8101

M-Th 1()-6' W-Th 10-9' F-Sa 10-5'
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House (1785). The tour begins
at 10 a.m. at Tate House, 1270
Westbrook St., Portland. For
more information, call 7745561.
• The way things could be:
• The way things were:
Planning for growth, open
Early American kitchens and space preservation and affordgardens are the focus of a tour able housing are the topics
offered by Greater Portland
presented in a program of
Landmarks, which includes
visits to three houses: Tate
House (1755), Parson Smith
House (1764) and Marrett

slides and discussion with
Randall Arendt, the associate
director for the Center for
Rural Massachusetts, who has
designed developments based
on the style of old New
England villages. The program is a benefit for the
Cumberland County Affordable Housing Venture; it
begins at 7 p.m. in Wing
Lounge, Westbrook College,
716 Stevens Ave., Portland.
Admission is $10 per person.
For more information, call
774-9891.
• The way things continue
to be: The Deering Oaks
Family Festival continues in
Deering Oaks Park. See page
20 for complete listings.
So what If irs a bit unusual

The Gamper Festival of
Contemporary Music is
taking place at Bowdoin
CollegeJuIy 24-30.
OnJuly 29, the
Maine premier of
George Crumb's
"Zeitgeist for
2 pianos·
will be performed along
with other
works by the

composer for
his 60th birthday celebration.
Other concerts at
the festival will be
given July 25, 27 and
30. The first concert
features works by two
festival faculty
members. "Horlzon~
by David Leisner and
"Semi-Sweet" by
Robert Rodriguez.
"Palindromes" by
Elliott Schwarz and
Bartok's "Monumental
Sonata for Two
Pianos" are on the
program for July 27.
The New England
premierofa
flute sonata
by Glen Cortese
will be
performed
on July 30.
All the
concerts
will also
include
works by
composers
studying
at the
festival
Showtime
is.8 p.m.
In Kresge
Auditorium.
TIckets are $5.

• Three Austin rockers,
calling themselves The Tail
Gators, blend Texas rock,
blues, zydeco and r&b into
roots-rock music tonight at
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave.,
Portland. For ticket information, call 733-6886.
• More roots_._ A contra
dance with the Crooked
Stovepipe Band is being held
8:30 pm- 12 midnight at the
Chestnut Street Church,
behind City Hall in Portland.
Admission is $3.
• Arias and scenes from
some popular operas are on
the program of a performance
by the East Coast Opera at the
South Congregational Church,
Temple Street, Kennebunkport. Performances are tonight
and tomorrow at 8 p_m.,
Sunday at 5:30 p.m. Tickets
are $7.50 for adults, $5 for
children. For more information, call 985-4343.

• Don't miss the Cotton
Street Live Outdoor Music (&
other entertainment) Festival
for the Homeless today, 12
noon- 10 p.m., on the lot
bordered by Center, Spring,
Cotton and Fore streets.
Tickets are $5. All proceeds
will benefit Preble Street
Resource Center. For ticket
information, call 772-7077.
• The Oats for Peace campaign is organizing to supply
4,200 tons of oats for Nicaraguan children. A benefit
concert for the effort with
Boom Shanka, Brittle Body,
and Billy Dare & Kidstiff is
happening tonight, 9 p.m.-1
a.m., at the Topsham Grange
Hall, Pleasant St., Topsham.
Donations of $5 for adults and
$3 for students are requested.
For more information, call
729-8104.

Charlie

Musselfwhlte
.. certaIn to play

• mean harp at the
Tree Cafe, Jutr 26.

quartet performs Haydn's
Quartet in F Minor, Opus 20
#5 and Schubert's Quartet in
D Minor at 3:30 p.m. in the
historical Spurwink Church
on Rt. 77. Tickets are $5 and
may be purchased at Thomas
Memorial Library, Scott Dyer
Rd., Cape Elizabeth.

• For those of you who
missed her gig at Radio City
Music Hall, blues and soul
fans will want to tune into
tonight's episode of the
American Masters series on
PBS "Aretha Franklin: Queen
of Soul." The documentary
splices together an interview

with Aretha with clips from
her musical journey through
gospel, blues and soul. The
show airs at 9 p.m. on VHF
channel 10.

• Swing and r&b are the
sounds coming from the
bandstand in Deering Oaks
Park tonight a 7 p.m. Ben
Baldwin & The Big Notes play
as part of the Tuesday evening "Summer in the Parks"
series offereq by Portland
Recreation. The concert is free
and if it rains the tunes will
move inside to the Reiche
Community Center, 166
Brackett St.

• The Portland String
Quartet has gone south for the
summer - south to Cape
Elizabeth, that is. Today the
The Tall Gators twang into town to Raoul's, JulV 21.

JULY 19-23

front Symphonic Suite,"
Sullivan's "HMS Pinafore
Overture" and showtunes
from "Showboat" and
"Carousel" are on the program.
The PSO plays at 7:30
• Andrew Wyeth's famous
p.m. The Five Cylinder Jazz
painting "Christina's World"
Band performs at 6 p.m. For
was of Christina Olson whom
ticket information, call 773he met while painting in
8191.
Cushing, Maine. A sketch for
this painting is included in a
collection that focuses
Wyeth's Maine paintings on
exhibit at the Portland Museum of Art. The exhibit
includes over 60 drawings
• Resurrected by The
and watercolors. There is even Dead, the band Little .Feat is
a glimpse of the mysterious
still alive and kicking. Tonight,
woman Helga that created
feets won't be failing, when
such a stir a few years back.
the band takes the stage at
"Andrew Wyeth: Selections
SeaPAC in Old Orchard
from the Holly and Arthur
Beach. Showtirne is 7:30 p.m.
Magill Collection" continues Tickets are $18 and available
at the museum through
at the box office, Ticketron
September 24. Museum
and Teletron (800-382-8080).
admission is free on Thurs• Gamper Festival of Condays
after
5
p.m.
• From horns to harps: Jara
temporary Music celebrates
the 60th birthday of composer
Goodrich, principl~ harpist
George Crumb with the
for the PSO, and a Chinese
Maine premier of his work
music student Xiao-Lei Zhang
"Zeitgeist for 2 pianos." The
perform pieces for harps by
American composer has been
Bach, Ravel and contempocoming to Bowdoin for the
rary harpist and composer
• Surf and serenade: The
Carlos Salzedo. The concert
Portland Symphony performs music festival for ten years.
Showtirne is 8 p.m. in Kresge
begins at 7 p.m. at Corthell
a "nautical" program by the
Auditorium on the Bowdoin
Concert Hall on the USM
sea at Fort Williams Parkin
College campus in Brunswick.
Gorham campus. This concert Cape Elizabeth. Sousa's
Tickets are $5. For more
is free, too.
"Hands Across the Sea,"
information, call 725-3895.
Bernstein's "On the Water-

• Fenway Park, where's
that? Payson Park is where
the action is when the
"MADD-Dogs" take on the
"Governor's Greatest Hits" in
the third annual benefit
softball game to raise money
for the Maine chapter of
Mother's Against Drunk
Driving. The first inning
begins at 6 p.m. Where's
Payson Park? Just off Baxter
Boulevard.
• Blue Monday was a
couple of days ago, but tonight Charlie Mussellwhite
makes the night blue
Wednesday. The Chicago
harmonica player was last in
Portland back in 1970 when
he played a show with Magic
Sam at the State Theater. The
show was Magic Sam's last,
but Mussellwhite is still blowing. Tonight he shares the bill
with Sleepy Labeef at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth St., Portland.
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HOT SUMMER
r-H-IP-H-O-U-SE""'"
TUESDAY

NIGHTS

featuring DJ Master
Chris Gauthlet
spinning the cutting edge in
House, Hip Hop, Acid House
and Rap Dance Music
8:30 - 1 :00 Chern Free
16 Plus
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An AI American Comfdy by John W,ltn,

featuring the best in live
regional and national
orglnal talent.
Wed, Aug. 2nd
Flnallv In Portland

THE CAVE DOGS

31 FOREST AVENUE. PORTLAND . 773-8187
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772-9600

"Murphy's
most
hilarious

per/ormance!"
-PeleT
Travers,
People
Magazine

Saturday, July 30th
8:00 PM
Portland City Hall Auditorium

a hand picked collection of
vintage costume jewelry,
contemporary jewels,
sterling silver
& watches.

eonee

Tickets $14 Call: 774-0465
Available also at Amadeus Music
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1989 MUSIC SERIES PRESENTED BY PORTLAND PERFORMING ARTS
Open 6 Days 10 a.m.-10 p.m.
147 Cumberland Ave. Portland

Next Concert: World Saxaphone OJarte!.
Sa\. hJg. 19 Cambodian FestrvaJ Sa\. Aug .26
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PERFORMING ARTS CE~TRE
Old Orchard Beach

Compiled by Ann Sitomer
Saturday, July 29 ' 7:30 p.m.

Friday, July 21 ' 7:30 p.m.

Listings must be received by 5 r,m the Thursd.y prior to publlc.tlon
Ann 51tomer, C.sco B.y Week y, t87 CI.rk Street, Portland O4t02

Fantasy Tour

71fEBeach Boys

Returning to Maine
by popular demand...

Little Feat
with special guest

MELISSA ETHERIDGE
in one of the f}{]ttJfirlr~gglr
double bills this summer!
Tuesday, August 8 • 7:30 p.m.

+ • +

F

BOOM SHANKA
tll,J.\.WI

ULTERIOR MOTIVE

From Boston

with HOT PROPERTY
and WHITE KNIGHT

SILVER .
SCREEN

Maine Mall Cinemas
Maine Mall R_, S Portlard

774-1022

.

Lelhal W. .pon IIIR)
12:45,2, 4:25,7,9:30

a.tman IPG-t3)
1 :30. 4:30, 7:20.10

H _ t ....... the KIds and

Tumm, _ e fPOI
1,3:10.5:20,7:25. 9:35

Dead Poel. Socl.., (POI

1:30, 4, 7, 9:35
Inclana JOftM
and the Lasl erusade(PG)
12:45,3:45,7,9:50
W_ _ AIBemI_J PO )
12:45,2:50,5:10,7:25, :40
PM.. Pan (G)

11 :45, 1:40,3:30,5:20, 7:30

THE GOREHOUNDS
with THE BROKEN TOYS
and THE QUEERS from Boston

Nickelodeon

SUNDAY 7/23

~~~es THE GOREHOUNDS

a,]

LOOK FOR: THE HONEYMOON KILLERS from N.V.C•• Aug. 12

IEI:J i{IWi: (1 II ii i C:1-ll$If}1I tl

Raoul's ·Concert
Series

"Where Grown-ups go to Party"
Tourists Welcome

Thursday, July 20

Ghostbuste,. II At least they didn't
mess with the theme songl The sequel
offers no surprises. There are some
good comic moments and more s~me
frtan in the first part, but the plot and
special effects just don't IiIl9 up to the
original.

Temple and MIddle, Portland
772-9751
Do The Righi TN,. (R)
1:20, 4:10,7:20,9:40
Ucenc:elo 1011(_'3)
1:10,3:50, 6 :50,9:20
Gho._t... "(PO)
1:50,4:30,7:30,9:50

and THE QUEERS

1

B.tm.n Michael Keaton is Bruce
Wayne. fighting against an oppressive
evil world of Gotham City lorded by the
Joker (Jack Nicholson). 'Batman· - the
movie - is directed by Tim Burton
('BeeUejuice·) and the sets are
designed by Anton Furst, who designed
the sets for Stanley Kubrick's 'Full Metal
Jacke~ • among other films. The movie
has a wonderful look. Unfortunatefy,
the plot and characters fal far short of
the movie's menacing and profound
sets.
Boyfriends .nd Girlfriends Eric
Rohmer's tale 01 the single life in a town
outside Paris.

David Bromberg

:&~t. f~~14O

(Irom July 21)
FIeld 01 Dream. fPO)
1:15, 4:15, 7:10. 9:30
UHF (PG-13)
1:25,4.7:15.9:35
(opens July 21)
When Harry llet Sail, IPG-13)
1:40. 4:05. 7:30, 9:45
(opens July 21)
G_t . . . . . .f FIno IPG-13)
1:15, 4, 7:10, 9:30

Ithroogh July 201
S1_ '" Ufe(_,3)
1:40,4:05,7:10,9:10

(throogh July 20)

The Movies

10 Exchanoe, Portland
772:Q600
The Rock, Honor PI_Show (R)
July 14-15at 11 pm
I_II... .,.... L _ fR)
July 19-23

Wed-Sa! at 7, 9
SaI-5un mat a! I
HaI_,fPO)
July 22-25
SaI-5un mal a! 3
SUr>-Tue" 7, 9
. ."rt_ _ Glrtlrl_(PC)
July 26-30
wlICI-Sat a! 7, 9
SaI-8un mat a! I

9 p.m. tix $11

Friday, July 21

The Tail
Gators
9 p.m.

G ....t hll of Fire Dennis Quaid plays
Jerry Lee lewis in this musical about
Lee's early career and his marriage to
his 13-year-01d oousin Myrna (Winona
Ryder). Quaid's facial contortions
bothered me and when someone
compared his expressions to Daffy
Duck's I knew why. Otherwise, the
movie is with some interesting twists.
The drama is toned down, but the
choreography is beefed up. The best
scenes are thebanoom scenesin which
the patrons really get down and dirty.
H_y, I Shrunk the Kids and
Tummy Trouble is a Walt Disney
double feature. The title speaks for
·Honey, I Shrunk the Kids: "Tummy
Trouble· stars the stars of Toon TOINn
- Roger Rabbit, Baby Herman and
Jessica - in this fully animated feature.
I~gine .John Lennon This

Cinema City
Westbrook Plaza
854-9116

$7 at the door
Saturday, July 22

Broken Men
$4 at the door
Sunday, July 23

Reggae' Party
$3 at the door

865 Forest Avenue
Ticket Info. 773-6886 • Entertainment HoUine 775-2494

_ ..

- - ..... - ......
...

o..d Poets Society Rob4n Williams
is both the main attraction and the least
entid ng feahJre of director Peter W~ir's
movie about a group of schoolboy s In a
slrict New England prep school who
are inspired by an English teacher
(Williamspo look beyond the ordinary
and to live their own dreams rather
than oonform to the expectations of
their parents and .schoolmasters.
Williams ' acting does httte to Inspire; he
impersonates famous people of the
20th century reciting Shakespeare and
fills his eyes with water on demand.
Fortunately his character gives the rest
of the story the impetus it needs. to
carryon without him. Using the haunting
and mystical images thatnaw become
his trademark, Wfitr makes the boys'
initiation into life, love and poetry
extraordinary.
Field o' Dreame Kevin Costner plays
Ray Kinsella, an ex-hippie Iowa farmer
who plows down a oom field to bui Id a
baseball diamond prompted by a voice
that tefls him, 'If you build i~ he will
corne,· an ambiguous enough phrase
to take on a "world· of meaning
necessary to this entertaini"!! movie.
Shoeless Joe Jackson, a wnter who
has put down the pen, a doctor who
dreamed of pfaying in the major
f&agues, and Kinsefla and his deceased
father are all gill9n second chance to
~ve their dreams on the baseball field.

M<M9S are not sdledlrled at press time;
can ahead to confirm tfmes
St. nwk v (J'G.13)
7:15,9:15. w_end mals a! 1:15,3:1 5
Ghootbust.... II (PO)
7, 9, weekend mats BI 1. 3
Field of _ ( P O )
7:15,9:15, _end mats a! 1:15, 3:15

An
evening
with

Spike Lee's "Do The Right Thing"

What's Where

docu-

mentary includes footage from
lennon's childhood and his days with
the Beatles but it fOaJses primarily on
lennon's life with Yoko Ono, who supplied most of the film . This is required
viewinQ for 8eatles fans.

During the climatic event of
"Do The Right Thing," a retarded
young black man places a
photograph of Martin Luther
King,Jr., who disdained violence,
and Malcolm X, who accepted it
as a necessary evil, on the wall of
a burning bUilding.
In most films, such a moment
would have been a symbolic and
dramatic crescendo. But
producer, director and star Spike
Lee just let it happen. And by
doing so, he made the dramatic
and bizarre moment seem real.
And that's the way this film,
Lee's third major release, works,
"Do The Right Thing" is a funny,
almost theatrical movie about
conflict.
The film's conflict is between
young and old, male and female,
Italians and Blacks, Blacks and
Koreans, people who are
comfortable with the status quo
and those who wanttooverthrow
it.
There are no straightforward
protagonists or antagonists. At
times it seems that one side wins,
or everyone loses. A likable

character on the streets is
reprehensible at home. A
menacing character is no more
than a Simpleton trying to do the
right thing.
I laughed at the jokes. I liked
the characters. I liked the way
the angular photography twisted
everything around. The racial
jokes are a bit funny at first,
nothing deeper than the racism
that is a part of the American
sense of humor. I was seduced
by all this funny stuff - and then
when something serious
happened I could not look away.
There is both monologue and
dialogue in "Do The Right
Thing." There is even a chorus of
three black men Sitting on the
corner,
commenting on
everything. Butalthough the film
is classical in its structure, it
becomes devastatingly hep upon
arrival.
Amidst this ruthless rap of
Brooklyn, Spike Lee has proven
that doing the right thing is easier
said than done - and that
believing that what you're doing
is the right thing is harder still.
Ann Silomer

ROD STEWART
Also Appearing
Aug. 10: TIFFANY/NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK/TOMMY PAGE
Aug. 12: ANDERSON, BRUFORD, WAKEMAN & HOWE
Aug. 13: DOLLY PARTON SHOW

, •.AND MORE TO COME!!!

TUES/JULY25
Tickets available at SeaPAC Box Office daily from
10 a om. to 4 p.m" Recordland, Record Exchange,
all ~ locations or by calling Teletron:
1·800·382·8080. For info call (207) 934·1731.

~

St.r Trek V They say the Enterprise
has reached The Final Frontier, but I
fear William Shatner and Leonard
Nimoy will never be lost In Space
enough for my tastes. This Star Trek
feature is the first directed b~ Shatner
and the first Star Trek mOVie to find
God. One word of warning, there are
Trekkies with their paraphemalia at the
movie theater.
UHF Wterd AI Yankovitch. who is best
known for his spoofs of pop music,
makes a movie.

From Austin, Texas

MICHAEL E. JOHNSON
& THE

KILLER BEES

Restaurant and Tavern

ar:~ Check Out Our New
~

Peter P.n Walt Disney's 19()Janlmaled
classic about Never-Never land and
perpetual childhood rebJrns .
The Rocky Horror Picture Show
is a cult movie extravaganza. The story,
if you must know, is about a young
couple whose car breaks down on a
stormy night and find themselves
trapped in a castle inhabited by people
from the planet Transsexual. Susan
Sarandon plays the timid Janet (eons
before she became the sex goddess
she is today). Tim Curry is wonderful in
leather and lace, singing "Sweet
Transvestite· (in fac~ thiS is the only
part of the movie I'd see again). The
movie had a large cult following with
people in the audience reciting lines,
singing, and throwing things at the
screen and at unsuspecting movie
goers. Do these goings on still occur?
You will have to see for yourself.

Concrete Blonde
House of Freaks

Raw Bar.

Tuesday Night 5 to 9
Down East Special

,,~-/"~

;::~~~ti

the Cob & Cole Slaw

$11.95

FRI/JULY28
1989 Battle of the Bands Winner;

Lobster, Steamers, Cup ~
of Chowder, Corn on

PE de BOI

_-~'i.=..:zr

IN THE FLESH

~
~::::

~-

Uc_ce to 10111_,31

7, 9, weekend mats 811 , 3
K_ate Kid III (PO)
7:15,9:15, weekend mats at 1:15, 3 :15

Fri. & Sat. July 28-29
Evening Star

Schedule subiect to change
Tontine Mall, Brunswick
729-5486

Doad Poe.. Soc•.., fPO)
7, 9 :25

Prides Corner Drive-In
BrIdgton Road, Westbrook
797-31S4

r
-i;'"
Indl.na .Jone_ and the Llts'
en-de The third part in the Indiana
Jones lrilogy maintains the sense of
humor and adventure in the previous
installments. River Phoenix does a
good job as the adolescent India and
Sean Connery lays aside his OINn
reputation as a man of advenbJre to
play Indie's stofid academic father .
Lethal Weapon II Danny Glover and
Mel Gibson retum as a pair of oops

Saco Drive-In
Route 1, Saco

282-4386

•••

fighting LA's foufest criminafs.
~toKIIITmothyDaItonretums

as James Bond, who will rid the world
of i1s drug cartels single-handedly.

o'

•

Signs
Life Arthur Kennedy leads a
superb cast in this tale 01 a closing
boat-building shop somewhere
downeast and the changes the closing
brings into the lives of the people who
work there. The movie is simple.
Nothing is overdone. There is no
attempt to authenticate accents, which
takes the movie out of Maine and brings
it into a world of universal experience.
The characters are played down rather
than being gill9n traits which would
stretch their credibility. This is one of
the best movies of the summer.

Weekend At Bemle's Two guys find
themselves invited to a beach house
for a weekend with a dead host who for
some complicated-plot-twist ' reason
must be believed to be alive. The movie
centers around a party with a proppedup corpse as the bun of the movie's
jokes.
When Harry Met S.lIy Rob Reiner
dire~ted this comedy about modem
relabonshlps. With Meg Ryan, Billy
Crystal and Carrie Fisher.

+MORE

R &. B, M()(own, Sixties Classics, Swing & misceUaneous Musical Jewels

SATI AUGUST 5
California Dreamin'

MAMAS & the PAPAS
NEW RIDERS
OF THE PURPLE SAGE
CANNED HEAT
MARIA MULDAUR
BREWER & SHIPLEY

The

HAPPy HOUR
4-6 MON.-FRI
on thc waterfront
in the Old Port

84 Commercial Strcet
Portland, ME • 774-3550

Tix at Enterprise Recs., Amadeus.
Recordland, Record Exchange

45 Danforth St .• 774-1441

I•

July 20, 1989

CaseD BIIy WetkIy
E ••• Co••• Ope... (opera) Arias from
Mozart, Puccini and Strauss, 8 pm at
the South Congregational Church,
Temple St., Kennebunkport. Tickets
are $7.50 for adults, $5 for children. For
more information, call 985-4343.
D.vld GrI.man Qu.rt.. (jazz/
bluegrass mandolin) 8 pm, Thomas J.
Elias Performing Arts Center, Main S~
Madison. Tickets are $71$5. For more
information, call Mountain Arts at 2373505.
The W •••rvill. V.II.y Orehes ....
(classical) Pianist Vladimir performs
with the orchestra, 8 pm, The Waterville
Valley Bridge, Rt. 49, N.H. TIckets are
$20-$27. For ticket information, call
603-236-4166.
Robbi. O'Connell (Irish folk) performs
at 8 pm at the Center for lhe Arts,
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington
St, Bath. Tickets are $9 at the door, $7
in advance at the box office and
Macbeans Music. Reservations are
recommended; call 729-3185.

J\MMINGT9~
ERIC-,,~

+SUNDAY
Singer/guitarist Bryan Harvey and drummer Johnny Hott are House of Freaks, a
country-blues, pop-rock duo from Richmond. House of Freaks plays with Concrete
Blonde Saturday and Sunday at the Tree Cafe.

Located at:
Saco, So. Portland, Portland, Yarmouth, Falmouth, Brunswick, Bath,
Augusta, FaiIfield, Waterville, Gardiner, Topsham, Winthrop.

~ lioll1E-VisiOll

(G,i

VIDEO

MUSIC
CLUBS
+THURSDAY
David Grl.man (jazz/bluegrass
mandolin) Troo Cafe, 45 Danfortn SI.,
Portland. n 4-1441.
David Bromberg (blues) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. n~6 .
Boom Shanka (rock) Geno's, 13
Brown, Portland. 761 -2506.
T ... Sen_ (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market SI. , Portland. n4-5246.
High Tide (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton, Portland. 774-<>444.
Blushing Brld. . (rock) T-Birds, 126
N. Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.
T ... Ups.tt... (r&b) Mr. Goodbar, 8
W. Grand Ave., Old Orchard Beach.
934-9285.
R.D. Riddum (reggae) The Pound,
Shore Rd. Cape Neddick.

+FRIDAY

498 Congress Street, Portland
772-3932
Our jewelry is already half the cost of retaiL ..

But now all
Gold and Diatnonds are 25% om
• Stereos • TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools •

Antiques • Guns •

VCRs

4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath • 185 Water Street, Augusta

"We buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

T ... Tall G •• ors (roots rock) Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave, Portland. n3-6686.
Will Smok.y Logg & Th.
FI.m•• hrow.rs (blues) Horsefeathers, 193 Middle, Portland . 7733501 .
UI ••rlor Mollv., Ho. Prop.rty and
Whit. Nigh. (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown,
Portland. 761-2506.
Th. Whig. (rock) Dry Dock, 84
Commercial, Portland. 774-3550.
Th. Sen•• (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market SI., Portland. 774-5246.
N.... 7/21 (rock) Benefit for Maine
People's AI~ance at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth SI. , Portland. 774-1441.
High TI_ (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton , Portland. 774-<>444.
Curf.w (rock) Bruno's, 33 India St,
Portland. n3-3530.
Bill
(jazz) Blue Moon, 425 Fore
St, Portland. 811-<l663.
T ... Bop (rock) The Brunswick, 34 W.
Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 934-4873 .
T ... Ups....,. (r&b) Mr. Goodbar, 8
W. Grand Ave., Old Orchard Beach.
934-9285.
Hav.n Mo_ (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 PickettSt., S. Portland. 767-46n.
Shy Flv. (reggaelska) The Pound,
Shore Rd. Cape Neddick.
D.n Tonini (acoustic rock) Rangeley
Inn, Rangeley. 864-3341.

s.,.••

+SATURDAY

Will Smok.y Logg & Th.
FI.m•• hrow... (blues) Horsefeathers, 193 Middle, Portland. 7733501.
Conc,.'. Blon_ and Hous. of
F,..ks (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth
St., Portland. 774-1441.
T ... San•• (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market St. , Portland. n 4-5246.
The Gorehound. and T ... Brok.n
Toy. (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown,
Portland. 761 -2506.
High TI_ (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton, Portland. 774-<>444.
Th. Whig. (rock) Dry Dock, 84
Commercial, Portland. 774-3550.
Curf.w (rock) Bruno's, 33 India St.,
Portland. n3-3530.
Bill
(jazz) Blue Moon, 425 Fore
St., Portland. 811-<>663.
T ... Boyz (rock) The Brunswick, 34 W.
Grand, Old Orchard Beach . 934-4873.
T ... Upse...,. (r&b) Mr. Goodbar, 8
W. Grand Ave., Old Orchard Beach.
934-9285.
Havan M_(rock)Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett St., S. Portland. 767-4Gn.
Shy FIv. (reggaelska) The Pound,
Shore Rd. Cape Neddick.
Dan Tonini (acoustic rock) Rangeley
Inn, Rangeley. 864-3341.

s.,.••

,-

+SUNDAY
Conc,.'. Blond. and Hous. of
F,..ks (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth
St, Portland. 774-1441.
T ... Go,.hounds (rock)AII ages show
Geno's,13Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
Pop Chronicle. (rock) Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 7740444.
Rocking George (blues) Mr. Goodbar,
8 W. Grand Ave., Old Orchard Beach.
934-9285.
S.voy Truffle (rock) The Pound, Shore
Rd. Cape Neddick.
Mu.lc Jams Irish Jam Session 2-6 pm
Gritty McDuff's, 396 Fore, Portland.
772-2739; Blues Jam Session 12-6 pm
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 7741441; Reggae Jam Session with Dani
Tribesman 7-11 pm Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. n3-6886; Open Mike
Night at Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland .
774-1441.

+MONDAY
M.a' Baa. Manlf.s.o Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441.
Pop Chronlcl.s (rock) Old Port
Tavem, 11 Moulton, Portland. 7740444.
Rocking Georg. (blues) Mr. Goodbar,
8 W. Grand Ave ., Old Orchard Beach.
934·9285.

+TUESDAY
The Sighs (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
S'ralgh. Up (oldies) Mr. Goodbar, 8
W. Grand Ave., Old Orchard Beach.
934-9285.

+WEDNESDAY
Charll. MussellwhU. and SI ••py
LaB. .f(blues) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth
St. , Portland. 774-1441.
T ... Sighs (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton, Portland. 774-<>444.
The L_k (rock) l -Birds, 126 N. Boyd,
Portland. n3-804o.
Red Llgh. R.vue (r&b) every Wed at
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland.
773-6886.
S.... lgh. Up (rock) Mr. Goodbar, 8 W.
Grand Ave., Old Orchard Beach. 9349285.
GI.n Shane (Irish folk) Rangeley Inn,
Rangeley. 864-3341.

+DANCING
Z_tz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu: house
music and new music; Fri : Post Modem
- an ages; Sat: latest dance music;
Sun: request night; Tue : Hip House-all
ages. 773-8187.
T ... Exchange Club, 33 Exchange,
Portland. Open Wed-Sun, until 3:30
am on Fri-Sat. 773-<>300.
Contra Danc. with the Crooked
Stovepipe Band July 21, 8:30 pm- 12
am a the Chestnut Street Church,
behind City Hall, Portland. Admission

is $3.

+UPCOMING
Aft.r
Dark Again.'
Aida
Entertainment and festivities at area
nightclubs to raise money for the AIDS
Project through Sep 7. The schedule is
as foilows :July 21 , The Exchange Club,
DJ dance party; July 27, Zootz, an
ultimate dance Party ; July 28 ,
Underground, music and video dance
night; Aug 5, Geno's, new music, live
bands; Aug 6, Tree Cafe, r&b dance
party night; Aug 19, indoor block party,
Temple Beth-EI; Aug 24, Raoul's, Mixed
Nuts Comedy Troupe, 8 pm; Aug 2526, Spring Point Cafe, Haven Moses
and Oay N' Night Barbecue; Sep 7,
Moose Alley, The Gordons.
Buckw..... Zydaco July 31 at
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland.
773-6886.
C.v. Dogs (rock) Aug 2 at Zoott, 31
Fores~ Portland. n3-8187.

MUSIC
SHOWS
+THURSDAY
S ••ambo•• Trio (jazz) Harbor cruise
7:30- 10 pm aboard the Longfellow II
departing 1 Long Wharf, Portland.
Tickets are $12 .50 . For more
information, call 774-3578.
Organ Conc.rt (classical) Friends of
the Kotzschmar Organ and the City of
Portland present a concert of music of
Hindemith,
Walton,
Reger,
Mendelsso'hn, Bonnet and Dupre
performed by Ray Comils, 7:45 pm at
J:>ortland City Hall Auditorium . Free and
open to the public. Donations welcome.
Block En ......bl. (dassicai) 7 pm,
Coflhell Concert Hall, USM Gorham.
Free and open to the public. For more
information, call 780-4076.
V ....... r Quart•• (dassical) Quartet
with violinist Marcus Thompson perform
music by Mozart, Mendelssohn and
Bartok at 8:15 pm at the Rockport
Opera House. TICkets are $11 at
Heather Harland Shop in Camden, The
Reading Corner in Rockland or by
calling 236-2823.

+FRIDAY

The Bop (rock) 12 noon, WBLM's
Terrace, Monument Square, Pordand.
Free.
B.II.my Jazz Band (jazz) Harbor
cruise 7:30-10 pm aboard the
Longfellow II departing 1 Long Wharf,
Portland. Tickets are $12.50. For more
information, call n4-3578.
V .......r Quart•• (dassical) Quartet
with violinist Marcus Thompson perform
music by Mozart, Mendelssohn and
Bartok at 8:15 pm at the Rockport
Opera House. For tickets, call 2362823.
T ... W•••rvllie Vall.y Orehesl ...
(dassical) Pianist Lorin Hollander
periorms with the orchestra, 8 pm, The
Waterville Valley Bridge, Rt. 49, N.H.
Tickets are $20-$27. For ticket
information, call 603-236-4166.
Dav. M.II.. (folk) 8 pm, Olin Arts
Center Concert Hall, Bates College,
Lewiston. TIckets are $81$5. For more
information, call 786-6135.
Bowdoin Summar Music F••• lval
(classical) Pianist Richard Goode is
featured In a program which indudes
Beethoven's Piano Sonata, op. 101 ,
and the Cello Sonata in D, op. 102, no.
2 with cellist Andre Emelianoff, 8 pm in
the First Parish Church, Maine St. ,
Brunswick. Tickets are $10. 725-3322.
Mozart'. "Th. Magic Flut." (opera)
performed by the Surry Opera
Company, 6:30 pm at Nowick's Concert
Bam, Rt. 176, 2.2 miles from Rt. 172,
Surry . Tickets are $10, $8 for seniors
and $6 for people under 18. For more
information, call 667-9551.
Ea•• Co.sl Ope... (opera) Arias from
Mozart, Puccini and Strauss, 8 pm at
the South Congregational Church,
Temple St. , Kennebunkport. Tickets
are $7.50 for adults, $5 for children. For
more information, call 985-4343.

Big Chi.' & .he Continental. (r&b)
5-8 pm, Casco Bay Unes, departing
from the Ferry Terminal, Franklin and
Commercial streets, Portland. For ticket
information, call 774-7871 .
T ... Ups...... (r&b) Harbor cruise
7:30-10 pm aboard the Longfellow II
departing 1 Long Wharf, Portland.
Tickets are $12.50. For more
information, call 774-3578.
Portland S.rlng Quart•• (classical)
Haydn's Quartet in F Minor, Opus 20
.5 and Schubert's Quartet in D Minor
at 3:30 pm atSpurwink Church, RI.
Cape Elizabeth. TIckets are $5 and
may be purchased at Thomas Memorial
Ubrary, Scott Dyer Rd ., Cape Elizabeth.
Bowdoin Summar Music F•• tlval
(classical) Student concert, 7:30 pm,
Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 725-3895.
E.s' Coa.t Ope... (claSSical) Arias
from Mozart, Puccini and Strauss, 5:30
pm at the South Congregational
Church, Temple St., Kennebunkport.
TIckets are $7.50 for adults, $5 for
children. For more information, call 985·
4343.
Mozart'. "Th. Magic Flu'." (opera)
performed by the Surry Opera
Company, 6:30 pm at Nowick' s Concert
Barn, Rt. 176, 2.2 miles from Rt. 172,
Surry . Tickets are $10, $8 for seniors
and $6 for people under 18. For more
information , call 667-9551.
Fiddle..' Con.est (folk!bluegrass) 12
noon, Green at the Rangeley Inn,
Rangeley. 864-3341 .

Don't miss the boat
this summer.
You'll miss
the best 01 Casco Bay.
A mid-day cruise on Casco Bay is the best way to see
the Maine coast-on the Diamond Pass run by Peaks Island,
the Mailboat run all the way to Cliff Island, or any of our
other cruises. It's cooler on the water, too.
Don't let summer pass you by without seeing the best of the bay.
Time
Departs
Adults Seniors Children
2hrs.
10AM&:2PM
$7,95 $6.95
$4.00
~Boat
45mins,
Run
9 AM, 11 AM, 1 PM, $6.95 $5.95
$3.00
Diamond
1 hr.
4Srnins. 3 PM; Weds. : 9 AM,
Pass
Noon,3PM

A dining and entertainment
adventure on the coast of Maine.
"Broadway By The Bay"
Directed and Choreographed by Janet A Ross

Includes Lobster Dinner
Round Trip Ferry to Peaks Island

AlSO, Music Cruise with Big Chief and ~ COl!tjnenW.
-Departs at 5 PM, Sun. $10. Cash bar, Over 21, State ID.
Bay, Bake &. Broadway-Departs 7:10 PM, Fri. &: Sat., 1:40 PM Sun . $35.
Includes lobster dinner and theatre show. Children's meal : $20,50
All prices are round trip. Seniors 65 and Qver. Children 5 to 9 years old.
Children under 5 ride free.

July 7 thru August 27, Friday & Saturday Evenings
Sunday Matinees $35/ person (2 lobsters: $41). Steak or
chicken available. Departs Casco Bay Lines Terminal Fri &
Sat: 7:10 PM, Sun: 1:40 PM. Total time 4 1/2 hours.

-
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Call 799-8307
for reservations or more information

[s[and P[ayliouse
Lobster 'Ba/(es

Casco Bay Lines

In cooperation with Peaks Island Lions Club and Casco Bay Lines
American Express • Visa • MasterCard

Casco Bay Ferry Thrminal, Commercial &. Franklin Streets, Portland 774-7871
Oumed and operated by the Casco Bay Island Transit District.

Greenwood Gardens Theatre, Peaks Island

Discover how healthy and
comfortable your feet can be in

+MONDAV

original Birkenstock footwear.
And discover the fresh new

5 ••dtpf.lf.r B ...s. Quln••• (Bach
to Beatles) 12 noon, Maine National
Bank Plaza, Portland. Free.

look of Birkenstock - sandals
and shoes in exciting new
colors and styles.

+TUESDAY
SALT (jazzlfolk)12noon, Tommy's Park,
Portland. Free.
B.n Baldwin & T... Big No•••
(swinglr&b) "Summer in the Parks"
series, 7 pm at the Bandstand in Deering
Oaks Park, Portland. Free and open to
the public.
Organ Conc.rt (classical) Friends of
the Kotzschmar Organ and the City of
Portland present a concert of theater
organ music performed by Timothy
Bjarbey, 7:45 pm at Portland City Hall
Auditorium. Froo and open to the public.
Donations welcome.
Camd.n H.rp. (classical) 7 pm,
Corthell Concert Hall, USM Gorham .
Music by Bach, Ravel and
contemporary composer Carlos
Salzedo. Free and open to the pUblic.
For more information , call 780-4076.
Bowdoin Summer Music F.allval
(classical) Student concert, 7:30 pm,
Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 725-3895.
Gamp.r
F.sllv.1
Con'empor.ry Music (contemporary classical) Works by festival
faculty members, 8 pm, Kresge
Auditorium, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Tickets are $5. For more
information, call 725-3895.

!
I
I

$5 OFF

!
I
I

BIRKENSTOCK FOOTWEAR
Save 25% to 50%
: FOR WOMEN, MEN AND CHILDREN :
on
selected items

I

With coupon. In stock items only. Expires July 26, 1989.

------------------------&OttWalka"bmm
337 Forest Ave.- Portland. Maine. 207-773-6601

0'

Huge Inventory. expolt tiffing. moIlolder nationwide. complete repair service.

.

"Simply the best place to buy Birkenstocl< footwear'

• 36 Danforth St .• Portland·

Life has enough hard edges.

+WEDNESDAY
Tom Acouall (acoustic) 12 noon,
Congress Square, Portland. Free.
Touch of Coun'ry (country/rock!
blues) Summer Family Concert Series,
7:30 pm , Brunswick Mall. Free and
open to the public. For more
information, call the Brunswick Area
Chamber of Commerce 725-8797.

OUR TOWN
by THORNTON WILDER • Directed by AL MILLER
JULY 13-23

Carry the work
that feeds your belly
in a bag that's a
feast for the eye,

+MORE

Performances Thursday-Saturday Sp.m.,
Sunday 5 p.m. Tickets $7/$8/$10;
For reservations or ticket information
please call 729-8584. VISA/MC
14 SCHOOL STREET, BRUNSWICK. ME 04011

+SATURDAY

~~~:~=

M

AINE STATE
USIC THEATRE

SI.amboa. Trio (jazz) Harbor cruise
7:30-10 pm aboard the Longfellow II
departing 1 Long Wharf, Portland.
Tickets are $12.50. For more
information, call n4-3578.
Boom Shanke , BrllIl. Body and
Billy 011,. a Klds.lff (rock) perform
a benefit for the Oats for Peace
Campaign, 9 pm-I am at the Topsham
Grange Haft, Pleasant St., Topsham.
Donations of $5 for adults, $3 for
students are requested. For more
information, call 729-8104.

'9

Victoria Crandall - Executive and Artistic Director

THE KING AND I
ANYfHING GOES

.ll·l.\ li.IlI.Y.l1I
(I1'1:,\S \l t:1

sr

I

Show Sponso~ BOise Cascade Paper Group & Central Maine Power

Tues .·Sat

H pm

Wed.. Fri.. Sun

2:00 pm

Located on Beautiful
BowdOin College Campus.
Brunswick, Mame
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Friday

The ChebeC\3ue Island Inn

All day (or most of It) ••• Arts & Crafts Show

Open Seven Days A Week!
64 Maine Street, Brunswick, ME 729-0S46

Deering
Oaks
Family
Festival

Where else caD you buy

two · ~~p~iFS.·~
:::

,..

'

·fOr.

:~ :

only$74g 0··.: .

.~:

•
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Aprofessional job'INith a ~a1 touch! t

Wednesday Night

f/.·/.P. )EYES
·
licensed
John Cavallaro, CAL

and Sale, Tennis Tournament, Dunkin' Tank,
Family Show and Pose for Portland
11 :45 am: Cathy Stebbins & Loose Ends
Bandstand
3 and 5 pm: Karate Demonstration
Center Stage
4 pm: Stevie & The Blackouts
Bandstand
4:15 pm: Front Page Dance pertorm jazz
dance at Center Stage
5 pm. •• Track Meet
Stadium
6 pm: Hickory Flat Cloggers
Center Stage
And ... Big Chief And The Continentals
Bandstand
7 pm: The Mummers
Center Stage
8:30 pm: The Coasters
Bandstand
9: 15 pm: Fireworks

"the Crown Jewel of Casco Bay..."
pre.!lent.!l our

'24 Hour Golf Get-Away
Leavill5 &J. Portland - Day's Inn with Pre&iBe Limo to
Cousins Island - ferry ride to ChebeB8ue, one ovemit.e
&By, with full dinner (j) breaHast.. one round of solf
( 9 holes each). ferry and limo ride bacK to &J. Portland
and reality...

!~.~]

f ~On
' availibjlitytp!~
tiiX;(j) Sr:eW
ily)
.
...
.
....
;-;-:

4:15 and 6:15 pm: Aerobics Demonstration
Center Stage
5 pm: Downeast Cloggers
Center Stage
6 pm: The Spotlights
Bandstand
8 pm: Broken Men
Bandstand

Optician

.,. Acioss tn:irri lhePit\e Tree S!iopPirigCenlei ·.·.

Jp41.BRLGHTON J)VENUC"'PORlLAND. Mto41 01 • 773-7333

Thursday
11 :45 am: The G-Men
Bandstand
2 pm: Star Search Preliminaries
B.andstand
5 and 6:45 pm: Aerobics Demonstration
Center Stage
5 pm... For The Health of It
5:45 pm: American Ballet East
Center Stage
6 pm: In The Flesh
Bandstand
8 pm: The Inspectors
Bardstand

A x~t

The narrator of "Our Town"
tells the audience that there are
three acts to the play, The first act
concemsthedaily life in Grover's
Comers, N.H. The second act
focuses on love and marriage.
"And you can guess what the
third act is about," says the
narrator_
"Divorce!" yelled out one of
the Upward Bound kids
attending the Theater Projects's
production last week.
Actually the third act is about
death, but this is the '80s, and it

Saturday
Sale, Tennis Tournament, Dunkin' Tank,
Family Show, Pose for Portland and Double
Dare For Time to Care
6:30-10:30 am: Kiwanis Pancake Breakfast
10 am: Press Herald Parade, Preble Street
Ext. to Marginal Way to State Street, Park
Avenue to Deering Avenue
12 noon: The Wicked Good Band
Bandstand
And ... Little Miss Deering Oaks
Center Stage
And ... Hot ftlir Balloon Exhibition
Behind the Children's Area
2:30 pm: The Best of the Majne Storytellers
Festival at Center Stage
And ... Local high school musical group TLC
Bandstand
4 pm: Sweet Adelines
Bandstand
5:30 pm: Star Search Finals
Bandstand
And ... Casco Bay Cloggers
Center Stage
6 pm: Square Dancers
Center Stage
8 pm: Big AI Downing, Streamliner and Kix
Brooks play country music
Bandstand

MORE
MUSIC SHOWS

+UPCOMING ~
0'

Garnper Festival
ContemporaryMuslcJuly27, 29, 30at8pm
in KresgeAucfitorium, Bowdoin College.
Tickets are $5. For more information,
call 725-3322,
Little F_t July 29 at SeaPAC, Old
Orchard Beach. Tickets are $18,
available at the box office, Ticketron
and through Teletron, 800-382-8080.
Sonny Rollins (jazz) July 29, 8 pm,
The Waterville Valley Bridge. Rt 4\!,
N.H. Tickets are $20-$27. For ticket
information, call 603-236-4166.
K.D. ung & The Recll_ July 30,
8 pm at Portland City Hall Auditoium.
For ticket infonnation, call 774-0465.
Bonnie Raitt performs Aug 14, 7:30
pm at the Cumberland County Civic
Center, Portland, Tickets are available
at the box office, Ticketron and by
calling 800-382-8080.

Children's Area
10:30 am. •• Face Painting

•
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All Day (or most of It) ... Arts & Crafts Show
and Sale, Tennis Tournament, Dunkin' Tank,
Family Show, Cribbage Tournament, Nautical
Windsocks, Double Dare For Time to Care
6:30-10:30 am: Kiwanis Pancake Breakfast
12 noon : Portland Community Orchestra
Bandstand
2:30 pm: Roll & Go play folk music
Bandstand
5 pm: The Maine Attraction Cloggers
Center Stage
And ... Grand Finale Concert with
Devonsquare & The Ritz
Bandstand

.
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day saiJ$.Juii~e5;!.~O~g tile iSlands

ON
STAGE

Sunday

;jPASsAGE FOR ONE ii -. ",~~~
vintage.;:. 58 (pot S&S aluminum cutter
X:.by'Qerecktor, 1966

I
I
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The Coasters perfonnFriday night at the
bandstand. The concert begins at 8:30
p.m. Fireworks flll the air during
Intennlsslon, 9:15-9230 p.m.

.

.'

Thornton Wilder's "Our Town"

Heart, Tooth Hats & Health Snacks, Camp
Songs, Hula Hoop Contest & Hat Making
10:30 am ... Face Painting
11 am, 12, 1 pm: Storyteller David Neufield
2 and 3 pm: Mimes Reifer & Saccone

10:30 am •.. Face Painting
3 pm: Ice Cream Eating Contest

A W A N*

-

':~'.

Hazel Richardson, Kathy Carroll and Nancy Durgin In "Our Town"

Children's Area
10 am ... Fun With Health: Listen to Your

Course & Make Your Own Pin

*P

.'-'

Chebeague Island, ME 04017 ('20T) 846-5155

11 am ... Nautical Wind Socks
12 noon: Randy Fein Pottery Workshop
1:30 and 2:30 pm: Mimes Rener & Saccone
Children's Area
10 am ... Double Dutch Jump Roping, Obstacle 3:30 pm: Traveling Minstrel Show Interloken

r------------------------,
25% off weekday cruises

",'

"".great food ... " Yankee MB8BZine '89 c>ummer Guide

All Day (or most of It): Arts & Crafts Show and

\: .....;.< ~.~cond Pair OQIY $4Q~ ;;) . .
Aqpitiqni!J savings on Boutique a.,d Qesigt:\er Frames

' 21

Children's Area
10:30 am ... Face Painting
12 noon: Randy Fein Pottery Workshop
2:30 pm: Heart of Gold Vaudeville

,

Our Town by Thornton Wilder through
Ju Iy 23 atthe Theater Project, 14 School
SI. , Brunswick, Performances are ThuSat at8 pm, Sun at 2 pm. Tickets are
$101$8. For more information, call 7298584.
.
Want, Want, Want New Vaudeville
from New York perform July 20-21, 8
pm at Thomas Inn and Playhouse, Old
Route 302, S, Casco. Thursday's
performance is presented along with a
Folk Music Evening and Friday's with
visual comedian Randy Judkins.
Tickets are $81$9. For reservations,
call 655-3292.
Bay,BakeandBl'CNIdwayPeakslsland
excursion includes a musical revue,
lobster bake and ferry ride for $35 per
person , Ferry departs terminal at7:10
pm on Friday and Saturday night; 1:40
pm on Sunday. For more information,
call 799-8307.

could be about divorce, or incest,
or something as dreadful.
The Theater Project in
Brunswick has a good
production of what can be a
deadly play. Cast members
conjure up lively, compassionate
character portraits. Often
productions of the play are selfconscious instead of direct, which
leads to granite-faced, humorless
theater.
One of the play's themes is not
taking time to notice what is
happening to us. That's true

enough. "People still don't have
the time to notice everything,"
said AI Miller, artistic director of
the group.
Wilder's play is simple, 'not
simple-minded, and Miller's
production is sweet. Cast
.members have captured the
humor of "Our Town" in a way
that sparks the timelessness of
its themes. Try to push some of
the outdated lines aside and have
fun _

Program Schedule
Critic's Choices
Late Nights
20 THU Band of Outsiders
21 FRI Night of the

Living Dead

Night at the Movies
Evenings
20
21
22
23
24

HW
FRI
SAT
SUN
MON
25 TUE
26 WED

Morgan Shq>ard

Celebration
Barn
Student Perfonn at the Maine Festival
performances Fridays at8 pm . Guest
Auditions will be held July 26, 2-5 pm in
Studio A at the Ram Island Dance
artists perform Saturday at8 pm. July
Company, Portland Performing Arts
22 is Variety Arts Night with Joel Gon,
Center building, 25A Forest Ave. to
Junior Rocha and Nancy Smithner.
find 10 senior citizens needed to
Tickets are $5 for adults , $2 .50 for
perform in a dance work at the Maine
children. Stockfarm Rd., off RI. 117, S.
Paris. For more information. call 743Festival. The dance is created by noted
8452.
Washington, D.C. choreographer Liz
The Country Wife Restoration comedy
Lerman. The dancers need to be
by William Wycherly July 21-23, 26. 28
enthusuaistic and mobile but they do
not need to have prior dance
at B pm at the Theater at Monmouth.
experience. Rehearsals will be four
Tickets are $8.50-$13. For more
information. call 933-9999.
hours daily, Aug &-10, and the piece
will be performed twice daily at the
Gershwin and Me performed by
festival. Aug 11-13. Each senior center
cabaret performer Diane Troup July
and other organized group represented
22,28-29 at 8 pm at Thomas Inn and
by a member auditioning will be entered
Playhouse, Old Route 302. S. Casco.
in a loltefy to win free tickets to the
lickets are $81$9. For reservations.
Maine Festival . For more infonnation,
call 655-3292.
call 767-4358.
Feld Ballet Summer residency at
Sugarloaf closes with a public
performance "Works in Progress" July
23, 2 pm in the Richard Bell Memorial
Chapel at Sugarloaf. For more
information, call Mountain Arts at 2373505.
Mixed Nuts Improvisational comedy
July 27, 8 pm at Thomas Inn and
Playhouse, Old Routs 302, S. Casco.
Tickets are $10. For reservations, call
655-3292,
Bum This Langford Wilson's love story
July 28-Aug 13 at the Theater ProJect,
14
School
St ,
BrunSWIck.
Performances are Thu-Sat at 8 pm,
Sun at 2 pm. Tickets are $10/$8. For
Cotton St...t B_flt Festival for
more information, call 729-8584.
the H_le. . Music by Bates Hotel,
Emo Philips and .Judy Tenuta
In Transition, Crazy Moonbeam, Darien
oerfonn comedy July 29. 8 pm at the
Brahms, The Kopterz and more July
Maine Center for the Arts. University of
22. 12 noon-l0 pm at the parking lot
Maine at Orono. For ticket informatIOn,
bordered by Spring, Center, Cotton
call 581-1755.
and Fore Streets in Portland. All
Calvin? Musical comedy about the life
proceeds will benefit Preble Street
and times of Calvin Coolidae through
Aug 6 at the Schoolhouse Performing
Resource Center. For more information,
call 772-7077.
Arts Center, Rts. 114 and 35 in Sebago
Lake Village. Performances are Thu- Block Party and Neighborhood
Celebration July 29, 10 am-2 pm at
Sat at8 pm, Sun at2 pm. Tickets are $8
Harbor View Memorial Park, Brackett
in advance. $10 at the door ($41$5 for
and York streets, Portland. Festivities
children and seniors) . For more
information, call 642-3743.
include \lames and races, music and
other actIvities for children and adults .
The King And I K-K. Preece plays
A health screening will be available
Anna ~<lQeri and Hammerstein's hit
through the Portland West Health
through July 30 at the Maine Slate
Music Theater, Pickard Theater,
Promotion. For more information or to
volunteer call 775-0105.
Bowdoin College , Brunswick.
Performances are Tue-Sat at 8 pm Maine Lobster Festival Cooking
Contest New category of microwave
with 2 pm matinees on Wed, Fri and
Sun. TICkets are $10-$20. For more
.recipes will be added to the
conventional recipes. The contest is
information, call 725-8769.
Winnie the Pooh Young People's
open to all Maine residents and recipes
Theater production Wednesday and
must contain at least on species of
seafood caught in Maine waters. Five
Saturday afternoons through Aug 12 at
recipes will be chosen from those
2 pm on the side lawn of the Theater
submitted by July 29, The cook-off
Project. School SI. . Brunswick. TICkets
takes place at the festival Aug 4, to
are $4. For more information, call 729am. Mail recipes to Rockland Festival
8584.
Planetarium Shows Southworth
Corporation. P.O. Box 552 , Rockland,
04841 , For more information, call 594Planetarium , 96 Falmouth SI., Portland
(USM campus). Astronomy shows:
8996.
Wednesday, Friday and Sunday at
7:30. Laser light shows: Wednesday
"Son of a Well-Tempered Laser"
(classical) 8:30 pm, Friday Pink Floyds
·Dark Side of the Moon" 8:30. and
Saturday "Top 40 Show· 7:30 and Pink
Royd's 'Dark Side of the Moon· 8:30.
Admission is $3 for adu~s , $2 for seniors
and children . For more infonnation,
call 780-4249,

GALA

+MORE

22 SAT Little Shop of Horrors
23 SUN Panlque
24 MON Lady of Burlesque
25 TUE The General
26 WED Indiscretion

Fallen Idol
Second Chorus
Doll Face
The Front Page
Sanders of the River
A Farewell to Arms
Stagedoor Canteen
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Open 4 p.m, • 7 days a week • Happy Hour Mon.-Fri.
g~ 242 St. John St., Union Station Plaza, Portland, ME • 874-6444 3
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Healthy Alternative
Give up your greasy burger and fries
for our Super Spinach Salad, loaded
with fresh tomatoes, cucumbers,
mushrooms and sprouts or,
create your own healthy
sandwich on our fresh
baked breads.

\

July 20, 1989

hwy... St...t C.llery. 131 Sawyer
51., S. Portland. Works by Marian Baker

- -- - -- - --

by Mike Quinn

ON THE
+OUT OF TOWN
WALL
OPENING+
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.
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I ..
.
.·~·:·:: .:.....

James Woods and
Robert Downey Jr.
unite as an
invincible legal
front to defend a
young prisoner in
this acclaimed
courtroom drama.

Quinn reviews movies, fine arts and baseball on his

VIDEOPORT

DULL
RELATIVES?

Bring them to Just Black & White and
we'll make them sparkle again.
We can copy and
enhance your old,
faded photographs
and make as many
enlargements as
you like.

nSf

We'll also process
and print all types of
black &white film .
We can convert to
black & white from
your color originals.

54 YORK STREET 761-5861

Spring and
Summer Fashions

the Iwus;Oj stiles
125 Main Street, Yarmouth 846-4232
~~,?~day !o Saturday 9:?0 to 5:00

<
-_
-.- ......

are breathtaking in their realism and attention to
detail (this guy also carved our Bird, different
museum).
In the Cooperstown Room, displays and rare
old photos trace the origin of the game and the development of the museum. Here is found the IBM
Hall ofFameSportsGalIery,a computer screen that
enables you to summon information on any Hall of
Famerand to examine all facets of his career thanks
to touch-screen technology:
A carefully selected montageofthemostmemorable events of the game's history can be found in
the Great Moments Room, which also houses the
original handiwork of such artists as Norman
Rockwell. A television monitor features continuous showings of the Abbott and Costello classic
parody, "Who's on First."
Inunortalized with bronze plaques in themajestic Hall of Fame Gallery are over 200 baseball
greats, who by their talent and dedication to the
game, have enhanced the sport for alI who followed them. Thisawe-inspiring room, an unlikely
bet ever to wear Pete Rose's plaque, has the reverent air of a chapel.
Strolling through the second floor you will see
the game evolve from itsbaggy pants days toan era
of double-knit heros. Here the history of baseball is
treated fromitsinception tothepresent day through
a mind boggling assemblage of over 100 artifacts
and photographs chronicling the past 150 years.
And, yes, in case you were wondering, there are
women showcased in the Hall of Fame. "Women in
Baseball" pays tribute to the women who played in
the All-American Girls Professional Baseball League
which flourished during World War II. Also honored are the three women who have umpired professionallyas well as today's lady executives.
For sheer atmosphere and nostalgia, the Ballparks Room on the third floor is unsurpassed. Actual dugout benches, grandstand seats and turnstiles from places like Forbes Field, Crosley Field
and the Polo Grounds lend an eerie contrast alongside items from today'smodem stadiurns.Lockers
thatoncebelonged toJoe DiMaggio, Mickey Mantle,
Lou Gehrig, Hank Aaron, Stan Musial, Walter
Johnson and Honus Wagner stand side-by-side
like an all-star team for all-time.
The gift shop did me in. I depleted the boys
entire college fund . The kids, saturated with endless nostalgia, now begged for souvenirs. Patrick
and Nicky were presented with small scale Rawlings professional jerseys of their favorite team, a
classy bat and a major league ball.
On the return trip we stopped in a quaint farmers' field to try out the bat and ball. Visions of
grandeur came to me,asl wondered if either of my
kids would ever be inducted into the Hall of Fame.
r sure hope so because I paid a heavy price. While
chasing Patrick's fly ball, I stumbled through a pile
of cowshit and ruined a pair of perfectly good
Reeboks.1 don'trememberthishappeningtoKevin
Costner in his field of dreams.

Mike Quinn returned from Cooperstown as "shoeless" as

Joe Jackfo~· •

BOWdoin College Mus.um of Art
Brunswick:Stories to Tell: The Narrative
Impulse in Contemporary New England
Folk Art (through Sep 3). Hours: Tue·
Sat 10 am-8pm. Sun 2-5 pm. 7253275.
Artl •• n. Gallery, 334 Forest Ave .. T... Cent.r for T... Art.. 804
Portland. Rascol Art by Chip Andrews Washington. Bath . Photography Show
through Aug 11. Opening July 20. 6-9 July 14-Aug 1. Hours: Tue·Fri 10 am·4
pm.
pm. Sat 12 4 pm . 442·8455.
Thoma. M.morlal Libr.ry, ScottHobe Sound Gall.ri •• North. 58
Dyer Road, Cape Elizabeth. Sculpture Maine SI., Brunswick. "From the
and paperworks by Libby lyman July Twenties to the Present," group show
2o.Aug 25. Opening reception July 20. 0.1 roster artisrs. new work. as well as
~ :30-8 :30 pm. 799·1720.
vintage American works of art. Hours:
OFarrell G.II.ry. 46 Maine 51.. Tue-Satl0:30 am-5 pm .
BrunSWick. ' The Meaning of Travel,"Maln. Audubon Socl.ty. 118 U.S.
new paintings by James Linehan July RI. 1, Falmouth. Sculptures by leo &
22-Sep 2. Opening reception July 22. lee Osborne of Warren Maine through
5-7 pm. 729-8228.
July 31 . Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm
HObe Sound G.II.ri•• North. 58 Sun 12 noon-5 pm. 781-2330.
•
Maine 51.. Brunswick. Selected worksN.w Work JaJNIn Works by six
by Walt Kuhn July 22-Aug 23. Opening contemporary Japanese sculptors
reception July 22, 5-7 pm . Hours: Mon- through Aug 17 at USM'sArt Gallery in
Sat 10:30 am-5 pm . 725-4191 .
Gorham. Hours: Mon·Wed 124 pm ,
Thu and Sun 12-8 pm. 780-5009.
O'F.rrell Gallery, 46 Maine 51..
Brunswick. "Flgure~ ,!"d Landscapes."
drawings .and paintings by Gordon
Carlisle With sculpture by Christopher
Portland Mu••um of Art Seven Gowell through July 19. 729·8228.
Congress Square, Portland. Hours:
Tue-Sat, 10-5 ; Sun. 12-5' Free on
Thur~day evenings . 5-9 : Current
exhibits : Perspectives : Lisa Allen
thrOUgh July 30); Skowhegan '89
thro~gh August 20); Walter Kuhn:
alntings. Drawings, Prints (through
Aug 19); SenbnelsoftheCoastlmages
of lighthouses (through Sap 10)'
Andrew Wyeth in Maine: Selections
from the Holly and Arthur Magill
Collecbon. an exhibit of owr 60
drawings and watercolors (July 27·Sep
24). 775-6148.
Albert.'., 27 Forest Ave .. Portland.
Installation of wall sculpture. glas s!
metal mosaic and paintings by Orlando
de Avila and Lisa Dombek through Sep
1. 774-5408 .
A'I.n Scott Books, 89 Exchange SI. ,
Port land. A collection of books
bindings . broadSide and ephemera bY
George Benington of Coyote Love CraH Fair United Maine Craftsmen's
Annual Mid-Summer Craft Show July
Press and by Scott Vile of The
19-21 , 10 am-8 pm and July 22 9 amAscensius Press will be on display
5 pm under the tent beside the' Maine
through July 27. 774-2190.
Aquarium. RI. 1. Saco. Freeadmission .
Barrldolf Gall.rle.. 26 Free ,
For more information. call 729-5677.
Portland. New work by Toni Wolf and
L.cturegiwn by painter George
Clifford Blanchard through July 31 . Also Slide
York July 25. 9 am·12 noon in the
at the gallery, a collection of 19th and
Baxter Building. Portland School of Art.
early 20th century American art. Hours:
619 Congress, Portland. Free and open
Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm. Sat 124 pm.
to the publIC. For more information call
772-5011.
775·3052.
'
Congre.. Squ.... C.II.ry, 594
....r .Juri.d Art Show at the
Congress. Portland. New work by Jill Sum
Center for the Arts in Bath . Entries of
H,?y, Henry Isaacs, Steve Kennedy.
work in all media except photography
Michael H. LewiS, Rob Pollien and
should be submitted Aug 8. Three
Deidre Scherer through Aug 5. Hours:
entnes may be submitted. There is no
Mon-Satl0 am-5 pm . 774-3369.
entry fee for members of the Center for
D •• n V.I.ntg.. G.II.ry 60
the Arts. For non-members there is a
Hampshire 51. , Portland. New works
charge to defray the cost of the exhibit:
by Dozier Bell. Larry Hayden. Charles
$5 for one entry. $8 for two and $10 for
HeWitt. Betsy Meyer. Stephen Mishol
three. For more information call 442and Robert Winchell through July 23.
8455 .
•
Hours: Thu 5-9 pm. Sat-Sun 1-5 pm Socl.ty of South.rn M.ln.
and by appointmenl. 772-2042.
C,.Harnen will be holding a aafts
D.S. UII.t. 468 Fore 51.. Portfand. Color
show on the KennebunkpOrt Green
photographs by Arthur Fink through
Aug 19. 9 ~m4 pm. People who would
July. Rours: Mon-Fri 10 am'" pm, Sat
like to partICipate In the society's show
10 am-5 pm. 772-3881.
may apply for membership. Annual
C ...nhut G.U.rI_, 146 Middle 51..
dues for an indiVidual are $15. Contact
Portland. Oils and gouaches by Jane
Barbara Hamilton at353-8714 for more
Dahmen through Aug 10. Hours: Moninfermation.
Sat 10:30-5:30 pm. 772·2693.
M.lne Pott.rs M.rk.t. 376 Fore Indlvldu.1 Artl.t. F.llow.hlp
Media and performing artists can apply
51.. Portland. Colorful brush decorated
for $2.000 grants through the Maine
porcelain by Sheepscot River Pottery
Arts Commission. Application deadline Dyn.mlc. of Joy: Lov., Ero • • nd
through July 23 . Functional stoneware
IS Se~ 1. For a grant application and
Sax_lIty Workshop offered July 22by Susan Horowitz July 24-Aug 2.
gUidelines contact the Maine Arts
23 by Pamela Chubbuck, Yarmouth
Hours: Daily 9 am-9 pm. 774-1633.
Commission, Station #25. Augusta. ME
Professional Arts Building, 37 U.S. RI.
N.ncy M.rgoll. C.1I.ry, 367 Fore
04333 or telephone 289-2724.
1. Yarmouth. For more information
51.. Portl.and. Works by Andrew Baird.
call 846"()800.
•
Stephani Briggs, Kathleen Dustin. Yoko
Portl.nd Suft Order Free public
Hlrosawa. Kyle leister. Dona look.
classes Sunday ewnings, 6:30.8 pm.
lucy lyon. Rand Schiltz, Charles
at 232 51. John's 51., Portland. (Front
Schwarz, Lin Stanionis, Alan B.
door of building is locked; use back
Thompson and Kate Wagle through
door.) July 23, Buddhist Meditation.
Sep 5. Hours: Mon-Sat 10 am-9 pm
For more Information. call 657-2605 .
Sun 11 am'" pm . 775-3822.
'
Lov. Your Ba.ck Classes designed
Portland Public Llb,.ry, Monument
for IndiViduals With low back pain consi st
Square, Portland. "Fashion' abstract
of low~evel exercise routine combined
pen · and-ink drawings' by lee
with back education materials. SixThompson through Aug 18. Hours :
week course meets Tuesdays, 5-6:15
Mon. Wed and Fn 9 am-6 pm. Tue and
pm beginning July 25 at the USM
Thu 12·9 pm, Sat 9 am-5 pm . 773Portland gymnasium. To arrange for a
4761 .
pre-program interview, call Lifeline at
Portl.nd School of Art , 619 Creat.r Portland Landm.rk.
7804170.
Congress 51.. Portland. Paintings and
S.u m.... r Tours Ea~y American Lif.lin.
Summ.r
Fltn.ss
drawings by senior student Jennifer
Kitchens and Gardens. inclUdes viSits
Programs Classes are designed for
Wagnis through Aug 1. at the Photo
to three houses : Tate House (1755)
people 18-80 years of age at the USM
Gallery. Hours: Mon-Fn 9 am-5 pm
Parson Smith House (1764) and Marren
Portland Gymnasium Free brochures
'Diwrsities: Summer 1989," features
House (1785). Meet at 'tate House
are available. call 780-4170.
works by Murray Hantmann Jo levy
1270 Westbrook SI. , Portland July 20' T... Spirit of He.ling Meditative
Richard Wilson, Anne Weber and
lOam. Cost is $15 for members $20
seminar with Melissa Clare head of
Theodore Beck through Aug 4 at the
non-members. including box lunch and
the Sufi Healing Order of America July
Baxter Gallery. Ho~rs : Man-Fri 10 am·
refreshments. For more information
29-30. Cost is $30 per day. $50 for the
4 pm. 775-5153.
call 774-5561.
.
weekend. For more information call
Portland Wine & C....... 8 Forest Planning for Crowth, Open Spac.
Rosanne at 846-6039.
•
Ave .. Portland. Paintings and collages
Pre••rv.tion .nd Affordable Ballroom Danc. CI..... Six-week
by Robin McCarthy dUring July and
Hou.lng Cumberland County
session begins Aug 2. 7: 15 pm at 616
Aug. 772·4647.
Affordable Housing Venture is
Congress St.. Portland. For more
R.rrl.. C.f. Book.to.... 555
presenbng a program of discussion
information. call 775-1892.
Congress. Portland. People and Cows :
and slides with Randall Arendt the
Black & White Photography by Arthur
associate director for the Center for
Fink through Aug 3. Hours: Man-Wed 8
Rural Massachusetts July 20. 7 pm in
am-6pm. Thu-Fri8 am-9pm, Sat9amWing lounge. Westbrook College.
5 pm, Sun 4·9 pm. 761-3930.
Portland. $10 per person to benefit the
Right IhInque C.f•• 225 Federal 51.
Cumberland County Affordable
Porlland. Paintings by Heather
HOUSing Venture. For more information
McKeown through July. 774-3074.
call 774-9891.
'

+IN TOWN

Pilgrimage to Cooperstown
A rose by any other ruune would not smell as
seedy. Enough about Pete's self-inflicted ordeals.
Baseball will go on. Baseball always goes on, for
betterorworse. On the betterside, "Field ofDreams"
is one of the best baseball movies ever made and
one of my favorite films, period.
From this movie I learned something I suppose
I already knew. Baseball is a game measured only
in innings. If you can keep the rally alive, you defy
timeitself.Noothergame has therichcharacterand
the subtle make-up to take on such mystical quality. So when players from yesteryear like Shoeless
Joe Jackson (dead for 35 years) appear in uniform,
walking in and out of Kevin Costner's com field to
playa pick-up game, well, it just chokes you up
inside.
To really capture that old time baseball feeling
ouselves, my sons and I took a road trip to the
National Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum in
Cooperstown, N.Y.
Collecting mega zillion cards and stickers combined with four-nights-a-weekofLittle Leagueand
t-ball along with weekend "World Series" games
with Papa at the playground just weren't cutting
the mustard for Patrick and Nicky. The family
doctor recommended that us "boys" take a pilgrimage to Cooperstown before we all went crazy.
After final clearance from an understanding exwife and a bemused fiance, our triumvirate of
baseball fanatics booked for New York State in the
hopes that Route 20 was still there.
We left too late on a Saturday to see anything in
Cooperstown except pitch darkness. The Hall of
Fame would have to wait, appropriately, until the
Lord's day. Patrick, sustained by hard<ore Red
Sox trivia exchanges, was wide awake at 10030p.m
For the same reason, Nicky was so far into deep
hibernation that I thought the boy would sleep foreveroruntilaRedSox World Series victory (whichever came first).
After waiting for the 11 p.m. local news and the
day's baseball scores, Patrick demonstrated the
swing of every current Red Sox player in front of
the full-length hotel mirror. Wearing only underwear, he looked as ridiculous as ridiculous gets. I
then informed him that Ted Williams hit a home
run his last time at bat, and then showcased this
historic round tripper in front of the same rnirrorin
myBVDs.
On the morrow, Nicky woke me up early and
wanted to know what a baseball bat was doing in
our hotel room. The hotel had a small swimming
pool and a single tennis court out back. We engaged briefly in these two other sports just to
simmer down our expectations of the Hall of Fame
(two miles down theroad). Time stopped when we
arrived at the front door.
Whether you have children or not, baseball's
national museum is worth the trip no matter how
far you have to travel. You actually begin your
journey to the Hall of Fame many years before the
actual arrival, because you come to honor your
childhood heroes. Life-size, life-like wood carvings
of Babe Ruth and Ted Williams form the centerpieces as you enter themuseum. Carved from solid
basswood by sculptor Armand La Montagne, they

Sharon Townshend. lynn Duryea'
Abby Huntoon. Nancy Carroll and
Nancy Newrgole. Hours: Satl1 am'"
- - - pm and by appointmenl. 767-7113.
St.ln CI••• C.1I.ry. 20 Milk 51.,
Portland. large blown glass and wood
constructions by Kathleen Mulcahy
through July 30. 772-9072.
W••t Sid. R_t.u,.nt 58 Pine
Portland. Mixed media as'semblages
by Lori Austill through Aug 20. 7738223.

Fruit T ... C,.Hlng Wo ....shop is
being .offered by the Cooperatiw
ExtenSIOn of the Uniwrsity of Maine
and Bolster Mill orchardist George
Stilphen July 22, 10 am at the Stilphen
Farm in Bolster Mills. For more
information, call the Oxford Extension
at 743-6329. The workshop is free and
open to the public.
Portl.nd Public Llb,.ry Book Soil.
lots of book~ for 25¢ a piece July 22, 9
am-3:30 pm In the Rines Meeting Room
.at the library. Proceeds from the sale
go to the purchase of new books. For
more information, call Suzanne
Thompson at 871-1700.
You C.n'l G.t T ...... From H....:
T.I•• of Int.ru..... n .nd Other
HI.loric Troll.y. Lecture and slide
show by Donald Curry, director of
Seashore Tr,?lley Museum. July 23. 4
pm at the Universalist Meeting House,
Route 231, New Gloucester. Admission
is free. although donations arewelcome
to benefit the Uniwrsalist Meeting
House Restoration Fund.
Lang_g. of Our Anc ••tors Four.
week workshop on Native American
teachings -the language of trees. the
stones, and of all relations to Earth
Mother - beginninQ July 24. 7 pm at33
High Road In Cornish. Pre-registration
IS reqUired. Course fee is $1 5 per nighl.
For more information. call 625-7447.
Portland R.publlcan City Committ_ meets July 24, 7 pm at the
Riverton School , 1600 Forest Ave
Portland. For more information caii
773·8865.
•
N.twork of Prof••• lo...l. .nd
Small Bu.I ....... (NPSB) is an
'organlzabon of IndiViduals who are
success and goal directed and whose
primary interest i~ to expand their
buSiness sources within thecommunity.
ThE,! . network attempt to limit one
IndiVidual representing his or her
profeSSion or trade. A meeting is held
once a month. This month·s meeting
Will be held July 25. 6 pm in the meeting
room at Tennis of Maine. Route 1.
Falmouth. For more information. call
Tim Saulter at 781-2003.
Arc .... ology In Main. lecture given
by Dr. Nathan Hamilton July 26, 7 pm
In the Moot Classroom , USM Law
School. Portland. Free and open to the
pUblic. For more information call 7804076.
•
An Upp.r Amazon Adv.ntu ...
lecture given by Col. Roger Willock on
the experiences he had as a US Naval
attache on the upper Amazon in the
'30s July 26, 7:30-9 pm at the Maine
Mantime Museum, 963 Washington 51.,
Bath . AdmISSion IS $4 for the public'
free for museum members . For more
information, call 443-1316.
W.st.rn Prom.nad. Walking,
Tours Greater Portland Landmarks
offers tours of the variety of architectural
styles of Portland's West End :
Ital.ianate. Gothic Revival, QueenAnne,
Shingle Style and Colonial Revival .
Tours are offered Thursdays, 5:30-7
pm on Aug 10 and Sep 24 and
Saturdays 10-11 :30 am on July 29.
Aug 26 and Sep 30. Cost is $2 for
members. $3 for non-members. For
more information. call 774-5561 .
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THE RED LIGHT REVUE
July 19 Raoul's Dance Party
July21·22 Bretton Woods Club, N.H.
July 22 Aft. Center Harbor, N.H.
July 2}29 We're on Vacation!
July 30 Cruise on the Longfellow II, 7:30
July 31 Maine MUSic Awards w/Jay LenaLewiston Raceway

Aug. 2 Raoul's Dance Party
Aug. 4 Eve. Cruise-Boothbay Harbor
Aug. 5 Aft. Purpoodock Country Club
Eve. Biddeford
Aug. 6 Cruise on Longfellow II 7:'$J

Our Cruises have been selling out! Join the fun July 30th at 7:30 on the
Longfellow n . Also appearing Aug. 27 with Ray Charles. See you there.

Now booking weddings and corporate parties for fall & winter.
Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs.

CALL 8

2802

LOOKING
FOR

July 20,21,22 - Mr. Goodbar's
Old Orchard Beach, ME

7:30-10:00
pm Cruise
!!!!!!!!L~J~U~IY~23
- Longfellow
July 28-30- Rosa's- Portsmouth

!,-X·u; la j 'l'It·' -Sa i 11J;3 i Q
If you're

appre"ensive
about calling a
dating service,
we understand
If you're nervous
about
r-~~~~
picking
up the phone,
that's o.k.
Most people

All we ask is that
you remain open
minded.
Everything
is totally
professional

and
confidential
And just
think. ..
one phone
call might
just change
yourUfe.

are.

883-1003

DATING SERVICE

u.s. Route 1, Scarborough, Me 04074

,...-On-.. .

Catnera
Professional classes
in acting for:

-TV-FILM- VOICE OVER Win roles, earn income
in commercials,
industrials, film and radio.
Callfor current class list.

EBERHARDT/!litiPACT

-

ON CAMERA

775-6558
142 HighSt.

PortJan

Me 04101 Suite 6 4

. . new and professional

Ii! orgal11zatJon molded from
the area's most legendary bands.

m

laying... R & B, Motown,
Sixties Classics, Swing and
Miscellaneous Musical Jewels.

or 767-0873

July 19·20 Port Gardens _
Kennebunkport
July 21 Deering Oaks Family Fest

• Ever! Sunday.
Casco Bay Lines
Music Excursion 5-8p.m.

Fl LL SIZE
1.\'\1 Hl' EI\TUIT\II\\IEi\T

..'

Alberta's MORE
is totally WELLNESS
the same.

- "

Alberta's Cafe, 21 Pleasant Street, Portland 774-0016

Re.plte Training Care Program
offered by the American Red Cross
Aug 1-24. Tue and Thu evenings. 6-9
pm at 524 Forest Ave., Portland. The
course trains people to care for
developmentally disabled children from
birth to 20 years of a98. The course is
free. Work is available on a flexible
part-time basis. For more information.
contact Ann Harriman at 874-1192.
Teen and Young Adult Clinic at
Maine Medical Center Mondays 4-8
pm. Appointments are requested, but
walk-ins are welcome. For people ages
13-21 . For appointments or more
information. call 871-2763.

.

July 20, 1989
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M.ln. F ••tlval 1989 needs
volunteers to helpoutbeforeandduring
the festival . which is being heldAug 1113 in Deering Oaks Park, Portrand.
Volunteers will be given a three-day
pass to the festival and a festival t-shirt.
For more information, call Maine Arts
at 772-9012.
EF Global Village needs host families
for foreign high school students and
their tour guides. Fourweeks in August
for students from France and Italy. The
students will be attending classes and
planned activities during the week. For
more information, contact the Center
for Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Casco Bay Movers Company IS
looking for volunteers to help with a
vari ety
of
promotional
and
administrative activities. If your skills
include coordinating special events,
ptJblic relations, typing or bookkeeping ,
this could be an opportunity to create a
work/study program for yourself and
learn more about the dance world. For
more information, cal Shiela BelieHeur
at 871-1013.
Common Ground Country Fair is
looking fo~ volunteers to help for about
one week oofore the fair (Sep 22-24 in
Ocean Puppets Workshop for kids
Windsor) and two weeks after. The fair
a98s 3-5 July 20, 25, 27 at lOam and
seeks to maintain and improve rural life
1 pm at the Children's Flesource Center,
in a way that sustains and improves the
741 Stevens Ave, Portland. Cost is $1
environment. Volunteers earn at-shirt
per child. Reservations are necessary ,
and same day admission for four hours
797-0525.
of work. To become a volunteer drop a
.. ewelry Making Workshop for kids
note to Common Ground Country fair.
ages 6 and up July 21 , 10 am at the
P.O. Box 2176, Augusta, ME. 04338 or
Children's Resource Center, 741
call 623-5115.
Stevens Ave, Portland. Cosfis $2 per
child. Reservationsare necessary, 7970525.
Love Bug Rick for kids July 24, 1 and
5:30 pm in the Community Room of the
S. Portland Public Library, 482
Broadway, S. Portland. 799-2204.
The Ugly Dachshund Flick for kids
July 25, 7 pm in the Campus Center,
USM Portland. Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 7804076.
Maine Mu.lc and Mime Kid.
perform July 26, 1:30 pm at The Center
for The Arts. 804 Washington , Bath.
Free and open to the public. For more
information, call 442-8455.
Peter Pan and Davy Crockett
presented by the Children's Recreation MADD W_kly Victim Support
Group Survivors , their families and all
Theater June 26, 1:30 pm at the
whose lives have been changed
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington ,
dramatically at the hands of a drunk
St , Bath. Free and open to the public.
driver may share the emotional
For more information, call 442-8455.
aftermath of such a crime with others of
Browns Head Repertory performs
the same experience. The group meets
·Three Linle Pigs' July 26, 3 pm at
Thursdays. 7 pm at the MADD office, 9
Royall River Park, Yarmouth . Free and
Deering St.. Por~and . For more
open to the public.
information, call 773-MADD.
Downea.t Cloggers Program forkids
July 26, 10:30 am at the Portland Public Portland Coalition for Ihe
P.~chlatrlcally Labeled ConLibrary. Monument Square. Free and
sumer run self-help group for persons
open to the publiC. For more
with mental illness, holds peer support
information, call n3-4761 .
groups every Tuesday and Wednesday
Paper Marbling Workshop for kids
aftemoon 1:30-2 :15. The groups take
a98s 6 and up July 26, 10 am at the
place at the Portland Coalition offices
Children's Resource Center, 741
at 142 High Street, Suite 501., Portland.
Stevens Ave. Portland. Cost is $2 per
For more information, call Cathie Long
child. Reservations are necessary, 797at n2-2208.
0525.
Earlhllng. Ecological musical New England Eating DI.o......
Program Monthly support group
performed by kids for kids al the
meets July 25, 7:30 pm al Westbrook
SchoolhouseArts Center, Sebago Lake
Community Hospital. 40 Park Rd.,
ViIIa98. Performances are July 26 and
Westbrook. This month's topic is "Being
Aug 2 at 2 and 7 pm . AdmiSSion is $3
Thin Isn'lThe Answer: Ifs Whafs Inside
for adults, $2 for children . For more
That Counts.' Free and open 10 the
information. call 642-3743.
public. For more information, call 761 Images of Maine: U. Landscape
0128.
.nd C_.t Summer art course for
children ages 8-12 at the Portland Divorce Support Group offered by
the Family Transition Center
Museum of Art Wednesdays, 1-3 pm .
Wednesday evenings 6:30-8 pm at 31
Children may register for individual
Beach St. , Saco. Contact Laura a1282classes. The cost of single classes are
7508 before attending.
$7 for non-membersl$5 for members.
Registration is required. For more A.R.T.S.Anonymous Weekly 12-step
support\lroup to help artists surrender
information, contact the museum's
to creativity and help each other achieve
education department at 77~148 .
artistic freedom Saturdays, 10 am at
Brown'. Head Repertory PerWarren Memorial Library In Westbrook.
formance for children July 27, 12:30
For more iniormation. call Peg at 854pm at the Bandstand in Deering Oaks
1493.
Park, Portland. Rain location is the
and
Manic
Reiche Community Center, 166 Depr•• slve
Depres.lve Anonymou. Support
Brackett St., Portland. Free and open
and information group meets Mondays
to the public. For more information, call
7 pm at Williston West Church, Thomas
874-8300.
St., Portland . N.E. chairperson of the
The One.Man Folk Fe.tlval Michael
regional DMDA will speak July 24, 7
Cooney performs two concerts for
pm . For more information, call 874children and their families July 28, 6
0800.
and 8 pm at the Center for the Arts at
the Chocolate Church . 804 Washington Young Fathers Program at the
Portland YMCA, 70 Forest Ave., offers
St. , Bath. TIckets are $5. For more
a support group for young fathers every
information, call 442-8455.
Monday at 6 pm . Educational groups
Story Theater Creative dramatics
are held on the second Tuesday of
workshop for children in grades 2-5
each month. For more information, call
Aug 14-18, 10 am-12 noon at Codman
Betsy at 874-1111 ext 221 .
Hall, St. Paul's Episcopal Church.
Brunswick. Cost is $50. For more Tranaupport is a non-profit, nonsexual, social and educational peer
information, call the Young People's
support group for transsexuals,
Theater ar 725-9379.
crossdressers, their families, friends
Storl_ for Kids Portland Public liand people interested in genderissues.
brary (773-4761) : Mon, Wed and Fri ,
Meetings are held every other Sunday
10:30 am (stories resume June 19);
at 6 pm . For more information, call 854Riverton Branch Library (797-2915) :
3528 or write to Transupport. P.O. Box
Fri, 10:30 am ; Peaks Island Branch
17622, Portland 04101.
(766-5540) : Wed , 10:15 am ;
Scarborough Public Library (883-4723): The AIDS Project, 22 Monument
Square (fifth floor) , Portland, lists many
Wed, 10:30 am and 1 pm (3-5 year
support groups around Portland for
olds)and Tue, 6:30 pm (5-6yearolds);
PWAs and the lovers, caregivers and
Prince Memorial Library, Cumberland
friends of PWAs. For more information,
(829-3180) : Wed, 10:30 am (2-3 year
call 774~877.
olds); Thu, 10:30 am (3-5 year olds).
Fllc'" for Kids Portland Public Library
1773-4761): Sat, 10:30 am and Tue al
3:30 pm . Peaks Island Branch (7665540): Tue, 1:15 pm.
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ELIOTT CH1:RRY· PIANIST
PERFORMING
THE CLASSICS
FOR ALL SOCIAL
OCCASIONS
HAVE PIANO WILL TRAVEL

(207) 772-2442

HAVE YOU
MET DR. Y?

,

r
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Peake 1.land s.Mlle Road Race
July 29, lOam at the Peaks Island
LionsClub. Formore information sense
a SASE to Peaks Island Road Race,
P.O. Box 5069, St. A, Portland, 04101.
Union Station Bench Pre.a
Conle.t Men's and Women's
Divisions compete July 29, 12 noon at
Union Station Gym, 222 SI. John's St.,
Portland. Entry fee is $6. For more
information. call n2-7110.
Maine Senior Game. Events include
basketball, biking, tennis, horseshoes,
racquetball, bowling, track, swimming,
table tennis, !loll and football throws.
The games Will be held Sep 15-16 in
Portland and Bangor. Registration
forms can be picked up at Casco
Northern Banks or by contacting the
Southern Maine Agency on Aging or
the Eastern Agency on Aging. For more
information, call800-482-7411 or 800432-7812.
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Yes, MichelobDryinmany tertaste"_ Here's an oddity
circles answers to the from pro football that many
name Dr. Y. Who do you fans aren't aware oLThe
!:bink does better in golf--the Buffalo Bills of the American
player who can drive the ball Football League won just one
game one year -- and
farther with less
what team do you
accuracy or the
think that one vicone who can drive
tory
was
the ball less far
over. .. Buffalo beat of
but with more
all teams, the chamaccuracy? .. The
pionship New York
U.S. Golf Assn.
JetsL ..In the 13 other
recently compiled
games during the
statistics which
season, the Bills were
show that, of the
unable to win ... But,
two, the player
oddly, the one game
who drives accuthey won was against the very
rat~ly is better off overall
team
in
the
than the longer, wilder hitter. best
.... trange, "ISn t "/Ify
I"
ou
And Dr. Y has all great Ieague IS
qualIties. Miche10b Dry haven't tried Michelob Dry
starts cold, finishes clean, - pick up a twelve pack or
refreshes completely and two and you will readily
has no aftertaste. When agree- "One taste and you'll
asked why so many people drink it dry". Beer is part of
enjoy Michelob Dry - the the good life - drink reanswer - "There's no af- sponsiblyl

Another great
Yarmoutfi Clam
Festival!

You
Read

CoscoBov
VVEEI<L'Y

Let our advertisers know.
Thank them for supporting ...
Portland's Povverful Alternative

Scarborough Mar.h Nature
Center Outdoor programs at Maine's
largest salt marsh are offered
throughout the summer. Canoe tours
are offered daily 10-11 :30 am and Tue
and Thu, 6-7:30; Walking tours offered
Mon 1:30-3 pm and Wed 9:30-11 am ;
Young Naturalists Club for children
ages 9- 12 July 26. 1:30-4 pm ;
Wildftowers and Wild Edibles. July 21 .
9:30-11 am ; Dawn Birding every Wed
7-8:30 am . Reservations are required
for special programs; call 883-5100.
Pizza Rid. . Casco Bay Bicycle Club is
sponsoring Thursday night bicycle
rides. Meet at 6 pm at Pat's Pizza, Rt.
1, Oak Hill, Scarborough. Rides are
10-20 mileS; rizza after. For more
information cal Keith at 799-1085.
Canoeing and Kayaklng for
Women New Routes will be oNering
the following trips for women during the
months of June and July. Preregistration is required on all tnps : July
24-28. Walking Gently, Paddling
Gently: A Mid-Summer Women's
Retreat. For registration or more
information, caU 729-7900.
Saltwater Canoe Trlpa led by a
registered Maine guide and naturalist
through a.quiet harbor. Scenic islands,
wildlife, lobster boats and the Goat
Island Lighthouse. Two-hour trips
include gear, snacks and lessons.
Beginner though advanced. Call Canoe
Cape Porpoise for schedule at 2829655.
Wolf.'. Neck Woods State Parll
in Freeport offers nature programs at 2
pm daily through Sep 4. The programs
Include a walk. short talks and other
activities. Two new programs this
season are ·Before Our TIme: a
historical tour, and ·Natural
Sensations: a coHection of sensory
awareness activities. The programs are
tree with park admission. For more
information, call 865-4465.
Casco Bay Bicycle Club'. 24-Hour
Hotline 774-1118 . Recorded
information on the bike club's exciting
ride schedule.
Maine Audubon Society FIeld
Trips Puffin Watching Trips Saturdays
dunng July, 1 pm from ' Boothbay
Harbor. $18. Whale Watching trips July
22, Aug 26 and Sep 16 from
Kennebunkport, $25. Reservations are
required. For more information, call
781-2330.

SPORI

Pine Tre. Camp Charity
Autocro •• Fundraiser for a summer
camp , which provides outdoor
recreational activities for some 400
mentally ill and physically handicapped
Maine residents July 23 at the Old
Orchard High School parking lot.
Minimum entry fee is $25 per driver;
and competitors are encoura98d to
obtain additional sponsors in order to
raise funds, . Registration will begin with
technical inspections at 8:30 am. The
first car will run the course at 10:30am.
Sponsored by Down East Region of
Porsche Club of America. For more
information, call Rand Surgi at 8295983.
Govemo... GNat. .t Hit. va.
MADD Dog. Benefit softball game
for Mothers Against Drunk Driving July
26, 6 pm in Payson Park, Portland. For
more informabon, call 773-MADD.

KIDS

HELP

I

•

animals
antiques
auctions
auditions
billboard
biz services
boats
body & soul
buSiness opportunities
cateringchild care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs

25

home services
learning
legal services
lost & iound
musical instruments
notices
person to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
sluff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sale
real estate. for sale
real estate. for rent
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roomma es
LATE 20. active woman
seeks drug free home with
responsible, considerate yet
humorous individual (s) .
Need quiet neighborhood,
presently on Sherman st.
Eves. 773-4553
HOUSE 'SHARE Peaks
Island. Mom and daughter
looking for chemical free
roommates. Spacious. Walk
to boat. Joint kitchen . Couple, single parent and students welcome . Split rent
and utilities. 766-5572.
PEAKS
ISLAND:
Responsible non-smoker 30
plus to share sunny four
bedroom Victorian . Garden
space, woodstove. washer.
$200 per month plus 1/4
utilities. 766-5153

emp oyment

MAINE ACREAGE. 86
acres, cuts 5000 bails
$185,000. Parcel 5 acres
and more from $15,000.
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 30 acres,
breath taking views $75.000.
6900 acres $350.00 per
acre. 10 acres all gravel
$38,000. 143 acres mile
I HAVE a great apt., seek- frontage on Salmon Falls
ing great roommate, univer- River $195,000 . On two
sity area. Non-smoking , 9-5 streets. 50 lots. mobile park
er preferred. $263 including $225.000. River to Great
hot water and electric. Off East Lake, 45 acres,
street parking . 772-7724 $550,000. 400 campsites, is
a gold mine, nets $300,000.
Ann.
247' acres, plans in place,
4000 ft. shore line. 650
F/M TO SHARE 3 bed- acres. breath taking views
room in the Eastern Prom . $595,000. 7 per cent mortarea. $55 a week. 772-6794
gage, $200,000 down. 603522-3636 or 3736.
LEFT OF LIBERAL F
writer needs a home Aug 1. BRUNSWICK. 8 1/2 % VA
Prefer East End, but West assumable loan on 3-4 bedEnd is fine. Wicked slack. room townhouse . Located on
except: no smoke, no TV wooded cui de sac; end unit;
junkies. Around $200. 797- wooded 101. Special features
4094 eves.
include large kitchen with isMALE 60 I.h. Doesn't land, attic, basement, deck.
drink or smoke . Desires to Close to 1-95. $119,500. Call
rent clean, quiet, furnished 1-725-5639

CONDOMATE female , to
share large condo in Scarboro with single mother and 4
year old son. Have your own
bedroom, bath and sitting
room . $400 per month includes ulilities. 775-3346
days. 883-9822 evenings.

YOU CAN OWN! Showcase Homes can show you
how to tum that rent money
into an investment in a real
home of your own for as little
as $15.00 a day. ANYWHERE IN MAINE MODEL
HOMES open at Turner
Plaza, Turner, Route 302,
Naples and opening soon
Route 1 in Wells . Ask about
our free home planning
seminars and our free home
planning kil.
For more
information call toll free , 1800-344-6552. Showcase
Homes, Route 4, Turner ME
04282
RERDUCED $3000 for
quick sale $25,900. Friendly
Village Gorham, 2 bedrOQm
mobile. adult section , "Iikenew· condition, new carpet,
large shed for lots of storage, will pay park entrance.
839-4848

PART·TIME coordinator
for PAUSICA (Portlanders
Against U.S. Intervention in
Central America). 15-20
hours per week. $7 per hour.
Politically active, dynamic
individual needed to coordinate grass-roots organization, staff office and assist
with development of fundraising efforts and media
relations. Person should be
organized, independent, and
have good interpersonal
skills. Political organizing
experienced preferred .
Knowledge of Central America issues helpful. Send resume by July 26 to Search
Committee, PO Box 5247,
Sta. A, Portland, ME 04101

child

LONG TERM experienced
retail help for new kite store.
Mon., Tues., Wed. evenings,
some days. Must be highly
motivated and reliable.
Knowledge of kites helpful
but not as must. ALSO :
Strong peopled needed to fly
kites tom promote store. Experienced preferred but will
train. Call Bob 871-0035 or
apply in person at Ye Old
Kite Shoppe 3 Wharf st. in
the Old Port.
WANTED full time and part
time people to help with expansion of health and nutrition company . Involves
helping people to loose up to
10-29 pounds in 30 days. Full
training . Call now for products and or job opportunities. Call Barbara at 802365-4350
RELIABLE people with
slrong backs and good
sense of humor needed to
care for 120 lb. person with
MS in peaceful uplifting
environment. Flexible hours.
great pay. 773-3275 or 761 58i17.
IT'S HERE! House of
Uoyd's Super Party Plan .
Now hiring demonstrators to
show the latest in fashion
home decor, toys and x-mas
items. Work own hours from
your home. Free $300 kit and
training. No collecting. delivering or investment. Also
booking partie's. 797-6397
LABORER needed to help
build fireplace and chimney
in North Yarmouth for the
month of August. Will train.
Must be reliable and hard
working . $7.50 per hour. Call

PORTLAND
STAGE
Company seeks experienced
candidates to fill carpenters
ROOMMATE wanted.
and properties supervisor
positions for 1989-90 season
Great apI. , Deering area.
sunny, spacious. hardwood
(Sept. -Apr.) . Internships
also available in Marketing,
floors , small yard . Aug 1
DESIGN CONCEPTS Co. Development and Produc$325 plus 775-4858
State wide personal design tion. Call 774-1043 or send
SUMMER RENTAL Comconsultants for new home resume to Lisa DiFranza,
fortable two bedroom cotconstruction. Currently has Associate Director, PorUand
t898, all conveniences, fully
for sale, new 2.500 sq. ft. Stage Co. , PO Box 1458
in
Portland.
Falmouth
room
furnished. quiet woods, priBY OWNER. Gray. Com- hand crafted mahogany conPortland, ME 04104
exvate dock. safe swimming. area, with parking. Have
pletely renovated three bed- temporary home in nice
July and August. $500 per cellent r.Qferences. 693-3339 room cape with barn. It has a country neighborhood. Just WRITERS wanted for new
week ; June and September or write bob PO Box 568 full dormer, two bathrooms 20 miles to coas~ commute Freeport visitor'S guide.
$300 per week. (207) 775- South Casco, ME 04077
and a beautiful porch and to the Augusta/Waterville General feature stories , av0343
deck. Gorgeous pine and area (207)426-9118
erage 800 words, $50 per.
hardwood floors throughout.
Must be snappy, bright.
$115,000. 797-5887.
copy-perfect . Published
samples please! st. Marks
Press, 57 Part SI., Bangor
ME 04401
SUMMER RENTAL apt. in ISLAND waterfront rental, PRODUCTION worker in
former country inn on Long Long Island Maine. August ceramics studio/workshop .
Island in Casco Bay . Close 19-26 . Three bedrooms, We are looking for someone
to ferry, store, beach , and washing machine, over look- who gives careful attention
tennis. Sleeps six . $360 per ing Casco Bay. Spectacular to detail with a willingness to n3-0152
SAIL INSTRUCTION and MARINE STUDIES
week. Call 207-766-2002
sunsets. $700. 766-5543
learn, and an appreciation for HAIRSTYLIST - II your
ALONG COASTAL MAINE
fine craftsmanShip . An- preference for cutting/styling
is for men, then this unique
dersen Design n3-8415
salon in the Old Port is able
For Brochure .md Information:
to offer you an interesting
Capt. Michael P. O'Connor
growth opportunity. Please
MOVING WEST sale : ev- HAVtNG A YARO SALE?
Til E COASTING NATURALI ST
call 871 -1780 for more deerything must go!! dresser, Instead of hand-lettered
DIMillo's Milrina. long W harf
tails .
metal
filing
cabinet,
signs
on
telephone
poles,
4-drawer
P.O. 60. 7572 • Ponland, ME 04 112
kerosene and electric advertise it in Casco Bay
(207) 772·6666
heater, air brush kit with Weekly . You get up to 30
compressor. side/coffee ta- words for $5 - sell one old
bles , lamps, old wooden toaster and the ad pays for AUDITION, COMICS. AUDITIONS: The Catheshoe
rack/bookcase , itself!
Old Port Tavern, best 5 min. dral Chamber Singers now
household items . wine
July 29, 1PM in lounge
holding auditions for 1989-90
CLASSIFIED
CHARGE
racks. No junk. a little lunk. A NO-PAIN, all-gain. allseason . Some experience
• BY.
with sight singing and vocal
Saturday. July 22. 8:30-4 , 14 around good deal is what you
PHONE
Stetson Court #2, Portland, get with a Casco Bay Weekly HOLDING AUDITIONS? training desirable. For audi011 Park St. between Dan- classified. It's simple, cheap A classified in CBW will tion call Daniel Junken. 774fo rth and Yo rk Sts. Near and effective. What else
attract the talent you seek.
8243 . Rehearsals begin in
Victorian Mansion.
needs be said?
September.

saling
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WEST SIDE CHILD Development Center, a childcentered, progressive program with small numbers and
6 to 1 ratio, has full time and
part-time openings for now
and the Fall. ages 3-5, located on Danforth Street.
High quality childcare. Call
now for more information,
772-9817.
CHILD CARE provider
needed for school year. 4 & 6
year old. So. Portland, Dyer
School area. Monday - Friday. 8AM to 6PM. Call 7670750 evenings.
ROCKING HORSE Day
care. 24 hour daycare. Because quality daycare must
service the needs of both
parent and child. Quality,
experienced and affordable.
773-8259
QUALITY TIME Daycare .
It's the answer to all of your
daycare nightmares. Call us
and come see what we have
to oNer. Ages 2-6. Unda 761 0617 or Sally 797-8957

wanted
APARTMENTSIROOMS
wanted: in-town Portland
listings for and returning
college students. call Johannah at Portland School of
Art, 775-3052.
PROFFESIONAL Woman
with one child (school aged).
looking for two bedroom apt.
in Gorham, preferably the
Whit Rock or Narragansett
school areas . 539-4712 .
Early mornings or evenings
best.
PROFESSIONAL with 13
year old daughter going to
Greeley Jr. High needs 2
bedroom apt. in North
Yarmouth - Cumberland
area. Call Julie days 7724994. evenings after 7, 3534294 . Excellent references .

775-6601
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CLASSIFIEDPOUCY
Classified
ads must be paid for in advance. We accept cash , personal checks,
money orders. VISA and MASTERCARD.
Consult the RATES in the coupon to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND items are
listed free as a public service. DEADLlNEfor
all types of classified advertising is Monday
at 12:00 noon for the following Thursday's
edition . Ads received after the deadline will
be run starting with the next issue. CBWwili
not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual
services for money or goods, or ads with
purely sexual content. CBWwill not print full
names, street addresses or phone numbers
in the PERSON TO PERSON section .
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST
either provide a Post Office Box number in
their ad our use the CBW BOX SERVICE
(rate information in AD FORM). All information pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept stric~y confidential. Casco
Bay W96k1y reserves the rightto categorize,
refuse or edil ads due to inappropriate content, elc. CBWshall not be liable for errors of
omissions in, or a failure to insert, any advertisement for which it may be responsible,
beyond actual space occupied by the ad in
which error, omission or failure to insert occurred. ClaSSified ads are not refundable.

I
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Ieaseread

0 U

theCBW
Ct...sIf ....
Policr before
completeing his
form. Write legibly
or type . and use
additional paper
if necessa.ry.

If you derive regular income
from the subjectS(s) of your
Classified Ads(s) please
use the business rate.

And thank you for
choosing Casco Bay Weekly

All charges are per w_k
Individual
Business
Up 10 30 words
$5.00
$7.00
31-45 words
7.00
9.00
46-60 words
9.00
11.00
Each Add'i word
.15
.21
CBW Box Service
3.00
5.00

COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

CASCO BAY WEEKLY
Classjfied Department
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102
Not for publication: We need the following information
to print your ad. It will be held in strict confidenoe.
NAME _________________________________
ADDRESS ______________________________

MESSAGE:

CITY ________________________________
STATE ___________ ZIP CODE ______________
DAYTIMEPHONE _________________________
PAYMENT:
PREFERRED CATEGORY: ___________________

TOTAL WORDS: ____

Check _ _ Money Order _ __
Mastercard _____

Visa _ __
~

BASIC RATE (from above)
+ _ _ EXTRA WORDS AT _ _ ¢ EACH
CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)
SUBTOTAL

Credit Card 1/ __________________________

+-----

-

-

-

-

-- -

-

-

-

-- -

Expiration Date

+-----

NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED
- - _ - - ____ - - _ - - _ - - _ - - __
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----
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biz services
S/ELECT CONSTRUCTION

musIc

MAYBE

bod & soul
• I'M TOO MUCH - I'm not
enough': A workshop for
women who struggle with
food. Run by Lisa Bussey,
Certified Eating Disorders
Therapist. Sal. August t9,
8:45 am to 5 pm in Portland.
Cost $50. Call 775-7927 to
register.

SOMEDAy ....

General construclion and all the future store opening on
kinds of repair. Custom
Munjoy Hill . Look for the flag.
kitchens. No job too small.
Stop in and say hello, or give
10 year experience, fully ina call 773-3275
sured. Many references. Call
Steve 772-7256 or Tony 772COLLECE STUDENT with
4309. Free estimates .
lruck available to do odd
jobs. Very handy and can fix
PHOTOCRAPHER avail- most anything. Excellent
able to photograph almost references. Call anytime,
any occasion. B.FA, local, night or day. 797-7126
low rates and you keep the
negs. What a bargain! Terry HAIL MARY TYPINC
Service. Don't 'pass' this
Deroche. 775-4047
up!! Will type your resumes,
term papers, law briefs, per,....--~ .......- - - . , sonalized multiple lellers,
Engineering reports, plays
and scripts. I type nearly
tOO words per minute. Quick
turn around time. Pickup and
delivery available. Call 7745410

THE HOLISTIC MUSIC
studio. Voice and piano
lessons. Children and adults.
Suzuki
piano.
Adult
beginnerSl"restarters' encouraged. Find the musician
within. 773-8250

• RYTHMICAL MASSAC&
a combination of therapeutic
massage modalities using
various oils and ointments,
to achieve your personal
needs.
• Relieve mental and
physical stress, and tension,
relax and tone muscles,
improve joint mobility, and
integrate body, mind and
spirit.
An
appropriate
complement to counseling
and other therapies.
• Gift certificates available.
Linden Thigpen, certified
massage therapist. New Images. By appointment 7754010.
WOMEN: Does being in
love mean being in pain?
Learn how to change dysfunctional relationship patterns. Therapy group now
forming based on 'Women
Who Love Too Much." For information call 871-9256

Guitar & Drum

Workshop
LEARN ELECTRIC/
ACCOUSTIC GUITAR
ROCK
METAL
JAZZ

COUNTRY

773-3444
Portland's

foremost mualc
teaching studio
AllkwIS ' # 1 l

s~;,lcs

<.;tJITA1\ LESSONS

if!!

c ....\.~'\ipclons
ch<:0f\C.j
sololnc;
sl<;h"I',£~'oil1C:;

MIDWIFE. Services in-

sorx;(.(.I~t1rx;

772-0208
nIT W£!rl,BEI\CiH\

HARD PINE
FLOORING
5',10', and 12'
by custom lengths
Lengths-$1.15 sq. ft.
RANDOM CULLS
as low as
50¢ sq. ft.

ClARK'S

WANTED:
PURE DRINKING WATER

UNFINISHED
FURNITURE

• PROBLEM: Drinking

w.aler supplies are r
becoming contaminated

• SOLUTION: ML'lTIPURE 1'01. systems guaran-

I

clude prenatal care, nutrition
counseling, homebirth, pap
smears. Call for free consultation visit. Heidi FillmorePatrick, 657--3180.

BODY ORIENTED Psychotherapist. Holistic therapist combines gentle and
deep body-work with supportive counseling. Encourages inner child healing,
deep relaxation and renewed vitality. Deborah Vallan~. R.N., M.S. Ed., Certified Polarity Therapist, Psychotherapist. 775-11230
booklet.
Short, practical methods of
how to begin and maintain a
meditation practice. Send $5
to Box 201, Cape Cottage,
Maine, 04107.

UNWIND with a non-sexual, relaxation massage.
This male massure is looking
for understanding people
who would not mind house
calls until I find a studio. sincere people only please.
CBW box 329
shops: JOURNEY INTO
SOULMAKING 'authenticity
and vocation' residential :
August 25, 26 and 27. Call
(603) 253-4366

RELIEF from stress, pain,
fatigue,
nervousness,
chronic illness can be yours
through this gentle handson-healing technique. Call
Kristin Erico, 2nd Degree,
certified Reiki Practioner
773-1346

BALL ROOM DANCINC.
Beginners classes start August 2 at 616 Congress SI.
Call 775-1892 for more infor ation.

Ij·PFHfl.
~wmpru@

• OPPORTUNTlY:

772-6740

Don't leave it to chance. Let us introduce you to
someone special. Selectively. Thoughtfully. Cheerfully.
Being single in Maine can
be fun again. Why wait ~er.fi
any longer? Call
D.lUJ..,
The Personal1buch.

'Ifie.1l-.sona!

DANGEROUS

WHY TAKE
CHANCES?

Tree & 11mb removal

Your family deserves
pure drinking water.
We can provide it !
Call for free info.

• Professional,
courteous service
• Free estimates

CUSTOM GUITARS

m·ll'88

761-8084

774-6510

767·2374

31 Exchange St., F\)rtJand ....1E 04101

865 Forest Ave.

MARTIN ENTERPRISES
DATING SERVICE

D & W EXCAVATION
Residential Excavation
Site work· Concrete foundation & Floors
Septic Systems· Gravel & Loam
For free estimates Please Call Wayne Nelson

761·7080

P"'------------------...
-,
A
A.M.O.

I

Tl\",TTING

p~ "l1li

and RESTORATION _ &.
• Commerical/Residential
• Interior and Exterior
•
•
•
•
•

Pressure Washing
Driv~ay Sealing
Exterior Siding
Free Estimates
DryWall

• Flooring
CAll.. MARK. QlENEY

L...:.:::..________

8418
home? Personal house
cleaning at low rates. Very
thorough. Many references.
Call Laurie or Jeanine anytime. Were here to help. 8922568

HOUSESITTER looking
for long term (not just a
weekend) situation . Avail\I __;..;;..._ _ _ _..... able mid-April. Professional

Tucker·s
Light Trucking & Maintenance
Weekly accounts welcome
Free Estimates
P.O. Box 4774 DTS
Portland, ME 04112

baseboards, relrigerators,
errands , children, etc .
Excellent relerences. 797-

NEED HELP around your

Lawn Maintenance· Painting' Complete home
and office cleaning. Landscaping· Tree work
Handy wolk • Rubbish Removal

.,

HOUSEKEEPER PLUS!
Need to spend more quality
time with your family? Experienced , organized housekeeper available part-time.
Applies TLC to laundry ,

Terry Tucker
761-0193

learnin
HAVE YOU EVER had

TUTORINC. Elementary

the desire to fly , but thought
too expensive or risky? Now
you can fly the world's safest
aircraft, SOLO , after one
hour of classroom training
with certified flight instructors. Call us for more information. We'll gladly send a
you a brochure. Fun Flying
Over Maine! 775-S0LO
(7656)

reading, writing and math;
Beginning and intermediate
French . For informa~on 7721653

READERS

ARE

active
and
involved.
Whether you're a major university or a part-time private
instructor with experience to
share, you should be advertising In LEARNING.

~

0343

notices
on our classified pages and
reach the more than 20,000
people who read Casco Bay
Weekly! Call CBW's Classified Hotline : 775-6601 and
use your Visa or Mastercard!
Just say 'Charge II!' ... HS'y,
\ oo\'ou:oo good .alJ!:IatL ~ ...

*-

VW RABBIT 1982, two
door. four speed. Great
shape, 79,000 miles. $1800,
call after Spm, ask for Chris
or Julie. 766-2480

TO THE GUY

in green ·Tommy's·
T-shirt at Forest Ave. Shop 'n Save,
July 14, You were headed for
Cleveland with a lot of fish . We talked
of Sugarcreek. Wanna talk some more?
Write ·Woman with Red hair Ribbon:

CBW Box 330
MAZDA RX-7 1986, near
11 you hIve plac.d.n ad In th.c:..co s.y WIIIi!:!y perlOO.' 'leu
ad i, automl1iCIII y tnt.eeI In the PERSONAl OF Tt4E WEEK c:ontllll
for thlt
WIt •• '*Ino for edl1hM •• a.tive, winy and tun.
Wlnnerswlll roooi .. 1hlir tldcllaln thomllil.

w_.

Gay? l.esiliall?

Join thousand. oll.abion, end gay
men in Moin.. Sul»c,ib. to OUr
'..-r. For fr.. IOmF* and ,ub.
scrip/on Info.pxk lmail.d fn 0

plain enwlope) writ. to:
Our _
Oopt. Z
•
P.O. &0. 1 07A4
" . Porrlond. Moine OA1OA

.-

~

,

.-
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perfect condition, 34,000
miles, amlfm, must sell
$7500.774-7528 David

VW CONVERT. 1974 Super Beetle, 3000 miles on a
WERE COW, USDA Grade A

ATTRACTIVE, sensitive
Beef, on the hoof! would like male 26, seeking one sincere
to meet a warm blooded female for friendship and
Betsy with Big Brown eyes, massage exchange. Don't
who is udderly desirable. wonry, no funny stuff. Just a
Must enjoy grazing, cattle nice relaxing , trusting
drives, Moseying, and Moofriendship. I enjoy WCLZ raing till the humans come dio. Do you? CBW Box 328
home . betsy if you 're out
there please Moooo to vern ENERCETIC CWM 26
Beau Vine. CBW Box 320
young professional, healthy,
honest, sincere, attractive,
• OUT OF 10 doctors rec- well-educated, smoke and
ommend warmth, hugs and a drug free, stable, discreet,
friendly smile for those suf- straight acting and appearfering from a lack of connec- ing, who enjoys music,
tiveness. This DWF with kids travel, sports, the outdoors,
has ample supply of what good conversation, dining
you require mosl. Thirties out, and great times with
mom - familiar with life's ab- friends seeks WM's wilh
surdities - willing to share similar interests for friendwit, dreams, day to day ad- ships. Will answer all - inventures if you can handle a clude telephone number.
real relationship. - no CBWbox 327
perfection - Please be altle
to communicate your needs.
lf you hold a vision of the fu- LONELY long-haired counture (or would like to) and try boy 29, 6'2-, looking for
you would like to share it .... interesling young lady with a
perhaps we ought to meet. sense 01 humor and a low
standard of behavior. lf you
CBW Box 325
enjoy anything from wild parMAN SO with inactive wife ties to quiet romantic
is looking for a hiking com- evenings let's meet and
panion 1 am 6' tali, 178 Ibs., share a few laughs . CBW
gray hair. I like MPBN, mu- Box 326
seums, art galleries, non
drinker or smoker, quiet and FUN AND CAMESi Playvery caring. Please write PO mate soug ht for cards, board
Box 8036 Portland, ME
games, volleyball, danCing,
04102
long walks, etc.. This 30
plus SWF prolessional is
UNDEREMPLOYED mail- honest, romantic, loves kids
box seeks fulfillment. Non- and pets . Seeks same for
threatening letters of any fun and frivolity, perhaps
kind
addressed
to
leading to more. CBW Box
·occupanl· (unattached, 331
heterosexual, mid-thirties
male of average dimensions) YOUNC SWM physician ,
would be welcome. Go ahead new to Maine, seeks SWF 22
... make my day! CBW Box to 30 who enJoys hiking, cy315
cling , running , dancing, an
occasional cold beer or at
ATTRACTIVE SWM col- least doesn't mind if I do .
lege graduate in real good CBWBox318
shape, likes outdoors . romance and good times. 26 SWF kind and sensitive.
Seeks intelligent, attractive Enjoy travel, outdoors ,
SL, nationality not important. music Make my fantasies
20-30 to share some good become alive and weill Detimes and quiet moments sire a lasting relationship ,
with - send present photo SWM 25 to 33 who likes to
and phone number to PO live, love, and learn! CBW
)Box 10194 Portland, ME Box 323
O4t04
THIS LADY wants to meet
a compatible male (3Os-405)
who is not afraid of commitment with the right person.
Some 01 my pleasures are
enjoying sunshine, walking
along the beach, slow dancing, movies or just spending
time at home with someone
special. CBW Box 321

SOFT·SPOKEN Southern

Traln10r careers in

PLACE YOUR NOTICE

More BIZ for your buck
in the CBW classifieds

OUR

non-smoking female, will
care for pets and plants.
Very neat and very responsible. 11 you're going away,
have the security of knowing
your home will be protected
and cared for. Have been
housesilting all winter. Recommendations available .
Call Kate after 5:00, 775-

HOUSE CLEANINC service. Responsible hard
working , women to clean
your house weekly/biweekly. Excellent references . Call today . 883-5833

Electric windows and door
locks. Concert sound amlfm
cassette. Power steering,
power brakes, auto transmission. Excellent condihon.
Asking price. $9500. Call
879-1869 and leave message.

DWINELL & HALL work-

-=mtlil~f19if~(af_

needed~

BUICK RIVIERA 1985 .

MEDITATION

teed to remove chlorine,
bacteria and chemicals
Distributors

27 " .,

SWM 25 who likes outdoor
activities, and at night seeks
a little romance, is seeking
SF about the same age who
is spunky and inlelligenl.
Send letters to PO Box 1191.
Scarborough ME 04074
SWM 32 active, ambitious,
romantic, attractive, Sincere,
non-smoking prolessional
who likes to live life to the
fullest. Seeks intelligent, fun
loving, slim and attractive
SWF 24-30 who enjoys dining out, casual evenings ,
exerci se, romance and
snuggling . For companionship, summer fun , and sharing laughs. Couch potatoes
need not respond . CBW Box
324

man, 41, attractive, nonsmoker. Brilliant, but slightly
crazy, much like hero of
Walker Percy's Love in the
Ruins . Eyes that twinkle, a
passionate heart a questing
mind . Warm , affectionate,
wise , witty , self-aware,
open . Mensa, Audubon ,
Unitarian Church . Seeks female equal for companionship andlor romance. QualiTO THE CUY in green
ties most desired: high intel'Tommy's' T-shirt at Forest
ligence, wit, warmth, openAve. Shop 'n Save, July 14.
ness. Reply Faust, PO Box
You were headed for Cleve60t2 Falmouth, ME 04105
land with a lot of fish. We
talked of Sugarcreek
A COOD MAN (or woman) Wanna talk some more?
isn't hard to find when you Write Woman with Red Hair
use PERSON TO PERSON. ribbon,' CBW Box 330

DODCE COLT 1981 blue.
Well maintained. Power shift
and stereo AMlFM and tape.
Runs great. $950 Call 7752448
TOYOTA

MR-2 1988,
7,500 miles. Like new. Five
speed, air, stereo, loaded
with extras, $11,400. financing available. 0 down - 12 %
up to 60 mo. 846-0843 or
847-6110. Serious calls only .

rebuilt engine. New top,
headliner and carpets. Car is
in great shape for summer SAAB 1979 EMS hatchfun . Asking $5500. A wicked
back, maroon, four speed,
deal! Malt 773-5932
moonroof, Harmon Kardon
am/1m/deck with four Boston
CLASSIC CAR 1951 lin- Ace. speakers. High miles
coln Cosmopolitan . Rare. but runs and looks great.
One owner. White walls.
New sticker, recent paint,
Power windows, seats. Baby clutch. radiator, brakes .
blue with lots of chrome. $2000.772-5606.
'Suicide' doors. Luxury car
of another era. Collector's PONTIAC VENTURA
piece. In remarkably good hatchback 1974 V-6 350 c.i.
shape. $3000 or best offer. Pontiac engine, 4 barrel carCall n5-0985. Leave name, burator, headers, duel exnumber
machine.
haust, 3-speed standard
transmission. Engine rebuilt
VW .. ETTA CLI 1988112. last summer. $2000. Call
Alpine white, Recaro seats,
642-3790
power everything, alloy
wheels After Markel stereo.
Must s~1I because of com- PLYMOUTH Conquest
pany car. You can buy 1989 1984, 5 speed, turbo, 2 door
for $19,500 plus or this iden- hatchback, gray, loaded,
tical car for $14,000 or BO. sporty, similar to Starion,
cloth interior, good shape, no
Call Mike at 878-8486
rust, $3500, 781-2556.

on

SUBARU CL WACON
1983, power steering, WD,
BR, Need to sell as soon as
possible. $1500. Call Teri,
761-2446 .or 778-2562 .
Leave a message.

VW QTI 1986 black, alc,
43 000 highway miles, regular' check-ups, mechanically
great. Has, a couple of cavities, needs some bodywork.
$4800 B.O. Must sell. MOving to San Fransisco. 8719057. Shelly .

FORD TA.URUS 198745
thousand miles, 5 speed, air.
Blue cloth interior. Excellent
condition. $8100 Judy 878-

2020
TRIUMPH

SPITFIRE

1977 convertible. Looks
great, runs great. The car
has been taken care of and
is in excellent condition.
$2,450 or BRO. 729-8046

FORD LTD 6 cyl. auto,
AM/FM stereo, air. 86.000
1981 TOYOTA MOTOR highway miles plus extras.
home. Like new. All liber $2500. Call evenings 774glass. 52 thousand miles . 20
6530
miles per gallon. Asking
$9500 or best offer. Call Ken CHEVY NOVA 1978 6
799-6783
cylinder, only 85,000 miles.
Dependable starter - some
PEUCEOT 50S STI 1986 rust on trunk 4250. Please
four door sedan. Loaded. call 774-6918
Excellent condition. Must be
seen to be appreciated.
TOYOTA CORONA sta$8000 or best offer. Call 934tion wagon, 5 speed, roof
1828.
rack, trailer hitch, runs exVW QTI t986. Red, 38
thousand miles, pull out
stereo, garaged, service
records. just tuned. $6200.
Joe 774-6016 days, 7671332 evenings.

PLYMOUTH

Voyager
1985. good family car, 7
passenger. Call 829-5140 for
evening appt. $4650

cellent 4500 or BO 799-8570

M.C.B. 1976 New top, battery, tune up. Good condition . $2500. Call 874-0481.
Let ring, leave message.

ANTIQUES, ART MART
BARN SALE. West coast
style flea market. AN TJQUES (partial listing) oil
paintings, hooked rugs, old
wrought iron, books, bottles,
prints, pewter, chairs,
sewing table, wooden boxes,
grain chest •. advertising tins,
stamps, coins, pottery,
rockers, decoy, sleigh, jig
saw puzzles, decorative
garden pieces, silver,
lanterns, cameras, stock
certificates, currency, baskets, etc. ART MART - local
fine artists selling direct to
buyer - paintings, photographs, sculpture, jewelry,
etc. BARN SALE - freezer,
tack (harness English saddles etc.) fur coats, copier,
dolls, garden tools, house
plants, electric Econo-kiln,
small kiln, snow shoes, wood
stoves, banjo - many more
items too numerous to lisl.
Refreshments
avail able.Saturday July 22, 10
am, Forevergreen Farm, 70
New Gloucester Rd. (Rt. 231)

NEW BLACK leather
jacket, size 40 for $75 worth
$150. A classic volvo 1975
baby blue, in and out, top
condition, $3500. Automatic,
four door, or best offer. No.
Deering, 100 Dole Drive,
three bedrooms, two baths,
large kitchen with stove to
match, deck with beautiful
yard and trees, double
garage, raised ranch.
$136,000. Appliances and
much more. 797-0058
STUNT KITES are now
available at Ye Old Port Kite
Shoppe. We're open to serve
all greater Portlands wind rEr
lated needs. Come check
out our variety of kites,
windsocks, and duel controlled, high powered stunt
kites. We're located at 3
Wharf St. in the Old Port. or
call 871-0035 for more information.

PHOTOCRAPHY

sale:
Local photographer/artist
Nanci Kahn is moving Wesl.
Great deals on framed and
unframed photos, work
prints, darkroom supplies.
Come browse and buy. Lot's
0' fun for all. Saturday, July
22,8:30-4, t4 Stetson Court
#2, Portfand, Off Park SI.
between Danforth and York
Sts. Near Victorian Mansion.

sign IBM compatible computer, duel floppy disks. Excellent condition. Word Perfect included. With or without
printer, asking $900. Also
complete set encyclopedia
Britannica, brand new, still in
boxes with 1989 annual. Valued at $1500 .. will sell for
$900 or best offer. 780-5078

SIX PIECE bedroom set,
asking $700. Double back
fan chair $150, dress form,
size 12-16 $75. 773-5982 or
871-9263.

SLIPPER

n3-

sa es person

DO you.,.

enjoy the challenge of filling a new position?
like making creative ideas work?
have telemarketing skills/experience?
Casco Bay Weekly is looking for an energetiC,
results-oriented person to fill the newly-created
position of classified advertising telemarketer.
Interested? Call 775-6601 and ask for Gary S.

....

~~~======:_---------

YOU CAN OWN the
world's safest aircraft for
less than the cost of
traditional flighl instruction.
Financing
assistance
available . No license
required. Fun Flying Over
Mainel n5-S0LO (7656)

You're looking at a number of numerals spinning
in space. Add them up, then write the total on the
line below. We've outlined 1 to start you off.

Can you solve the Real PtiZZle?
If so there could be a $20 gift certificate for
Alberta's in it for you (fu5t prize). Or tickets for two
aboard the Longfellow Cruise Lines (second prize).
Winners will be selected from among the correct
entries by a random drawing. Contestants are
ineligible to win more than one prize in a four-week
span, and only one entry is allowed per contestant.
All entries for this week's Real Puzzle must be
received by noon Wednesday, July 26. The solution
to this week's Real Puzzle will appear in the August
2 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best guess

to:

The Real Puzzle #29
Casco Bay W_k1y

187 e'ark St....t
Portland, ME 04102

• 1989 Unit.ct F•• luta Syndlcale

-

Solution to Real Puzzle # 27
1) (Karen) Black as the ace of spades
2) Red (Skelton) as a beet
3) (The Grateful) Dead as a doornail
4) (Mr.) Clean as a whistle
5) (Lome) Green as grass
6) (Rob) Lowe as a snake
7) (Jim) Wright as ,ain
8) (Vanna) White as a ghost
9) Pretty (Boy Floyd) as a picture
10) (Lester) Flatt as a pancake
Our favorite mistake was "Dumb as a doornail"
for "Dead as a doornail." We always thought Jerry
Garcia's apotheosis was a bit dumb ourselves.
First prize goes to Celia Strickler of Peaks Island.
Second goes to Peter Weyl of Portland.

'"--

WYSE PC advanced de-

17; Pocket
Cruiser; galvanized trailer;
COLLECTORS status. excellent condi~on. Main, jib
Beautiful 1970 Saab V-4 spinnaker;
sail cover;
wagon. Excellent condilion . sleeps four; cushions ; well
$3500 or best offer.
equipped with Coast Guard
0886.
package. Priced ...duced to
$6900. cWl 772-6740
CAMERO,
T.BIRD, CONN ALTO saxophone
Mazda, Buick ... selling your $200. O'Day Widgeon sailcar? CBW can do it!
boat, excellent condition.
$1295. Large office desk,
$50. Frostfree refrigerator

r- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

Numbers game

with large bottom freezer in
good condition, $75. Call
729-6918.
FURNITURE for sale - 3
mos. old blue loveseat with
cherrywood trim - $325; light
blue art deco rug (3' 1/2' x 5'
112') $75: 2 dry sink end tables $80 each: chenry bookcase with glass doors $200:
pine bookcase $10: 2 pewter
lamps with blue shades $45
each. Call 774-3275 and
leave a message.

19 FT. SEBAGO Suncraft
inbdloutbd Volvo Penta. 4
cyl, twin carb, solid boat,
needs minor work. $1000 firm
Call 883-1473 between lOam
to8pm
NEED FURNITURE? Why
not rent with option to buy.
TVs, furniture and appliances from Rent-A-5et Elm
st. Topsham, ME. 729-6637

by Lynda Barry
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For Gritty McDuff's 1st Birthday, we'll be making a wake on
Casco Bay. On Wednesday, July 26th from 7 to lO pm, we're
taking a cruise on Casco Bay Lines with live entertainment by
Big Chief and The Continentals. Great drink specials, the
Gritty's gang and the sound of taps on Casco Bay add up to
one Irish Wake that will be anything but dead.

In further celebration of Gritty's birthday
on Thursday, July 27th, we'relaunching a
new beer, Lion's Pride. After one taste
you'll know what the pride is
about, and we're not lion.
We'll be celebrating right

•
up to closing time with great food and drink
specials. So come swallow your pride, we will.
And to celebrate our new arrival we'll be
passing out cigars, OK, well, maybe
'
just passing out. *

Cruise Tickets: $12 Each: Available at Gritty McDuff's for more information call 772-BREW, 396 Fore Street, Portland
*Humor. Gritty McDuff's encourages responsible drinking in moderation.

